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Executive summary 
 

Although it is said nowadays that Japanese manufacturing (monozukuri) has 

declined, is this really true? We believe that scientifically investigating the reason for 

this and applying a scientific approach to a Japanese manufacturing revival strategy 

will contribute to the national growth strategy. 

The purpose of this thesis is (a) to develop frameworks for analyzing and describing 

machine tool trading (MTT) companies from service systems science perspective and 

(b) to propose some unified servitization and productization strategies for them to 

become one of the crucial players contributing to Japanese manufacturing revival, 

based on the frameworks and the author’s business experiences. 

This thesis simply defines servitization as “the provision of services through value 

co-creation”, while by productization it means the productizing of services by service 

industries. 

MTT companies are thought to fulfill four roles: manufacturing industry, service 

industry, customer, and platform. That is, they purchase from manufacturers durable 

production goods that embody production technology and engage in face-to-face 

selling; MTT companies indeed have potential for both servitization and 

productization. 

We first consider servitization by means of a service industry productization strategy. 

Production technology is treated from the perspective of the design information 

transmission theory “architecture of design information”. The value orchestration 

platform model is introduced as a reference framework and then strategies and 

prescriptions are derived through an approach involving four-phase value co-creation 

and three strategies. Seven quality control (QC) tools are invoked as a means of 

transmitting production technology to machine tools with attached peripheral 

equipment. 

Next, we consider servitization by means of a service industry servitization strategy. 

After the design information transmission theory “open manufacturing” and 
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Hierarchical Model of Service Ecosystems Innovation (HMSEI) are introduced, 

adaptive transition and phase transition are discussed. A prescription is derived from 

the Cynefin framework and a response to phase transition by means of the co-design 

strategy is discussed. 

Finally, we attempt an approach to management in general based on service science. 

The three-dimensional approach of the translational systems science is shown to be 

effective. 

Some of main contributions of the thesis are as follows.  

1. To realize integral skills by modular customizing production technologies for 

revitalizing Japanese manufacturing (monozukuri), we point out that a machine tool 

trading (MTT) company can play an essential role as a platform where such production 

technologies interact and some synergy emerges.  

2. We develop a value co-creation process model and a value orchestration 

platform model of a MTT company and then derive from the models specific 

prescriptions to implement three strategies.  

3. In particular, a MTT company should play a role of a customer, provider as well 

as a facilitator as the orchestrator of the platform to promote co-elevation phase of the 

value co-creation process. A MTT company should also take responsibility for 

co-development phase by integrating or coordinating people and their products, 

services and activities. That is, a MTT company is required to take both productization 

and servitization in a broad sense.  

4. When a MTT company develop its productization and servitization strategies, 

Hierarchical Model of Service Ecosystems Innovation (HMSEI) is useful to indentify 

its position and ways to go in a comprehensive manner.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 

1.1  Background 
 

Although it is said nowadays that Japanese manufacturing (monozukuri) has 

declined, is this really true? This impression may stem from the media reporting on the 

struggles of cutting-edge companies such as Sharp and Sony, which posted respective 

losses of 220.0 billion yen and 120.0 billion yen in the fiscal year ended March 31, 

2015. On the other hand, Toyota remained the global leader in automobile sales in 

2014, selling more than 10.23 million units worldwide. Furthermore, the media has 

reported earnings increases and vigorous business recovery at some general electrical 

equipment manufacturers as well, with Hitachi posting record-high earnings of 600.5 

billion yen and Panasonic posting an increase in earnings to 380.0 billion yen for the 

fiscal year ended March 31, 2015. What accounts for the polar difference in business 

performance at companies that appear similar at first glance and were previously 

considered blue-chip companies representative of Japan? We believe that scientifically 

investigating the reason for this and applying a scientific approach to a Japanese 

manufacturing revival strategy will contribute to the national growth strategy. 

Machine tools, called mother machines because can they make other machines, 

process the parts that constitute products. A detailed survey of the vintage of machine 

tools installed in Japan classified by type conducted in March 2013, immediately after 

the implementation of Abenomics, revealed the state of aging of machine tools. 

Machines in service for ten years or longer accounted for more than 60% of the total, 

and machines in service as long as twenty to thirty years accounted for fully 18.5%. 

Since this survey was conducted at the start of the national growth strategy, the 

Japanese government presumably considers capital investment in machine tools 

essential for recovering manufacturing industry competitiveness. Subsequently, the 

government has sought to rejuvenate facilities as a concrete growth strategy by 

enacting temporary legislation such as the productivity improvement, capital 

investment promotion, tax system and manufacturing subsidies.  
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However, the environment surrounding domestic factories remains adverse, and 

willingness to invest by business managers is insufficient to resolve the issue of aging 

facilities. The chief causes are a decline in domestic production demand because of 

shifting of production overseas, foreign exchange risk, and labor shortages coupled 

with high wages. Another reason is that the only sales strategy machine tool trading 

(MTT) companies have for stimulating demand in the market is to sell single items, 

and these companies have been unable to depart from a sales approach of promoting 

cost performance and quick delivery. As things stand, trading companies may not be 

able to survive, let alone contribute to a Japanese manufacturing revival. We believe 

that a scientific approach to selling may be expected to accelerate machine tool 

facilities rejuvenation. 
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1.2  Purpose of this thesis 
	  

The purpose of this thesis is (a) to develop frameworks for analyzing and describing 

machine tool trading (MTT) companies from service systems science perspective and 

(b) to propose some unified servitization and productization strategies for them to 

become one of the crucial players contributing to Japanese manufacturing revival, 

based on the frameworks and the author’s business experiences.  

This thesis simply defines servitization as “the provision of services through value 

co-creation”, while by productization it means the productizing of services by service 

industries. In service-dominant (SD) logic (Vargo & Lusch 2014), “All economies are 

service economies” (foundational premise FP5), regardless of the presence or absence 

of tangible artifacts. Furthermore, SD logic defines service as “the application of 

specialized competences (operant resources—knowledge and skills), through deeds, 

processes, and performances for the benefit of another entity or the entity itself”. That 

is to say, the term “service” as defined in SD logic includes the concept of value 

co-creation. As a result, in this thesis SD logic FP5 becomes “All economies are 

servitization (Vargo 2014).” “Value co-creation” means a state in which products, 

services, and operant resources emerge through a process of networking and resource 

integration among stakeholders and are highly integrated through aggregation of their 

value. We place greater importance on value-in-context than on value-in-exchange at 

the time of purchase. Whereas value-in-exchange is momentary value separated into 

company production and customer consumption, value-in-context is continuous value 

co-created by company activity and customer behavior in the process of customer use 

of products or services. 

Researches on servitization heretofore have focused mainly on manufacturing 

industries and medical institutions, and there has been little research on trading 

companies. This is presumably because of a preconception that trading companies, 

apart from general trading companies, are specialized single-function entities. MTT 

companies are typical service industries that mainly engage in face-to-face selling. At 

the same time, since machine tools do not serve any function on their own and require 
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complex functional complementation, MTT companies are thought to fulfill four roles: 

manufacturing industry, service industry, customer, and platform. That is, they 

purchase from manufacturers durable production goods that embody production 

technology and engage in face-to-face selling; MTT companies indeed have potential 

for both servitization and productization. 

Servitization is a term said to have been coined by Vandermerwe and Rada (1988) 

that subsequently has been variously referenced, with seemingly no attempt to 

standardize the terminology (Baines 2009) (Table 1).  

 

Table 1 Definition of sevitization 

 
The table suggests that although the term servitization first appeared as a 

comprehensive perspective, it subsequently developed with a central focus on 

manufacturing industries, and that research on service industries was limited. 

Returning to the starting point shows that the likely purpose of servitization was 

promotion of increased emphasis on providing services and adding value through 
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services in all industries.  

Hereafter, we call servitization used in the sense of increased emphasis on providing 

services and adding value through services by manufacturing industries “servitization 

in the narrow sense”. Manufacturing industries that practice servitization do not 

merely sell products but add value by providing after-services bundled with products. 

This is exemplified by the sale of Daikin air conditioners inclusive of installation 

service and General Electric’s switching from the sale of jet engines to “power by the 

hour (PBH).” PBH is a performance-based service agreement that is a delivery 

requirement of the U.S. Department of Defense. 

In contrast, productization is the productizing of services by service industries. 

Ordinarily, this is considered the opposite concept to servitization in the narrow sense. 

For example, a service industry may attempt to enhance services by taking a 

manufacturer-like approach. Restaurants, a service industry, may standardize, optimize, 

and provide products using manufacturer-like methods, as MacDonald’s does. 

Although the hospitality (Omotenashi) of Kagaya Ryokan, an operator of traditional 

Japanese inns, is considered representative of typically Japanese service, behind the 

scenes is a state-of-the-art distribution system that uses automatic guided vehicles 

(AGVs) as serving wagons. In this way, labor-saving typical of manufacturing 

industries renders direct guest room services hospitable. 

Since trading companies engage in face-to-face selling, they are typical service 

industries (T. Fujimoto 2007). Other than on delivery days and other exceptional 

occasions, they do not deal with tangible artifacts. Although trading company 

representatives must have advanced technological knowledge and hospitality skills, 

they cannot bill hourly charges. In this way, trading companies are different from 

barber shops or cram schools. Moreover, without contracting (= order reception), there 

is no revenue contribution. Failure to receive an order means that all preceding 

economic activities come to naught and results in a loss. Economic activities continue 

even after contracting, from delivery, acceptance, and invoicing to collection. In the 

case of payment by promissory note, an additional six months is necessary to receive 

cash. Ordinarily, service industries are thought to deliver intangible services, not 
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tangible artifacts. However, trading companies fall into a paradox in that they engage 

in actual economic activity only through dealing with tangible artifacts. 

It may seem possible for MTT companies, which possess polar opposite 

characteristics of service industries and manufacturing industries, to consider both 

strategies: productization (productizing of services by service industries) and 

servitization in the narrow sense (increased emphasis on providing services and adding 

value through services by manufacturing industries). However, this is not the case. 

Productization and servitization are terms that classify activity from a provider 

perspective. Hence, manufacturing industry providers would see this as cooperation 

with their own servitization in the narrow sense at the front-end of distribution, and 

customers would see it as an extension of servitization in the narrow sense. 

Terminology differs according to an entity’s position. Rather, what is required of 

trading companies is servitization in a broad sense aimed at promoting increased 

emphasis on providing services and adding value through services in service industries, 

which does not fall within the category of productization. If strategies and 

prescriptions can be written for both strategies—productization and servitization in a 

broad sense—segmentation of the four roles of trading companies and the presence or 

absence of the operand resources referred to as tangible artifacts will become largely 

meaningless. Progress in research into multi-role trading companies can be expected to 

facilitate development of servitization research into research that comprehensively 

applies to all industries. At that time, the categories primary industry and secondary 

and tertiary sectors of the economy may become mere statistical conveniences. 

Some of main contributions of the thesis are as follows; First we analyze and 

examine MTT companies based on systemic models in service systems science 

perspective to find what is required of MTT companies in the future is servitization in 

a broad sense aimed at promoting increased emphasis on providing services and 

adding value through services in service industries. In addition, we derive strategies 

and prescriptions for both strategies—productization and servitization in a broad 

sense.  
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1.3  Structure of thesis 
 

Figure 1 shows the structure of this thesis. 

 

Figure 1 construction of this thesis 

 

Chapter 1, Introduction, discusses the current state of Japanese manufacturing 

(monozukuri), considered a source of Japan’s national strength, and the importance of 

machine tool facilities. MTT companies play a major role in enhancing the 

competitiveness of domestic factories. Devising strategies and prescriptions for 

servitization of MTT companies may be expected to contribute to Japanese 

manufacturing revival. In addition, since MTT companies perform four roles, analysis 

of those roles may be effective in generalization of servitization. 

Chapter 2, Literature Survey, discusses design information transmission theory, the 

Panarchy adaptive cycle, and the Cynefin framework. Design information transmission 
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theory, which originated in Japan, is a theory that provides an overview of Japanese 

manufacturing. Panarchy is a complex systems model of the adaptive cycle that 

originated from forest ecosystem research. The Cynefin framework is a complex 

systems model of society that discusses leadership in terms of stages. 

Both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the main bodies of the thesis, discuss a business 

model for MTT companies derived from design information transmission theory. 

Application of a theory that originated in manufacturing industries in business model 

analysis of MTT companies, which are closely involved with Japanese manufacturing, 

is valid and effective. 

Chapter 3 “Productization of Machine Tool Trading (MTT) Companies” considers 

specifically servitization by means of a service industry productization strategy. 

Production technology is treated from the perspective of the design information 

transmission theory “architecture of design information”. The value orchestration 

platform model is introduced as a reference framework. Strategies and prescriptions 

are derived through an approach involving four-phase value co-creation and three 

strategies. Seven quality control (QC) tools are invoked as a means of transmitting 

production technology to machine tools with attached peripheral equipment.  

The foundation of the strategy is that product and process are two sides of the same 

coin (Abernathy 1978). MTT companies enable the emergence of production 

technology as producers of new manufacturing site industrial clusters. This is 

transmission of service design information to a tangible and durable medium. MTT 

companies perform the role of typical manufacturing industry providers. 

Chapter 4 “Servitization of Machine Tool Trading (MTT) Companies” considers 

servitization by means of a service industry servitization strategy. Based on the design 

information transmission theory “open manufacturing” and Hierarchical Model of 

Service Ecosystems Innovation (HMSEI) are introduced, and then adaptive transition 

and phase transition are discussed. A prescription is derived from the Cynefin 

framework and a response to phase transition by means of the co-design strategy is 

discussed. 

Since the medium is intangible and ephemeral, face-to-face selling is classified as a 
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typical service industry activity, and since MTT companies engage in face-to-face 

selling, they are classified as typical service industries. The medium is unstable, and 

so design information instantaneously decays and perishes. Countering this, perishing 

through repetition of transmission is rational. According to SD logic, feedback 

exchanged simultaneously and equivalently with transmission exists. This is called 

“service exchange”. Also, networking and resource integration exist behind service 

exchange. Face-to-face selling cycles and repeats these three activities.  

The productization strategy considered in Chapter 3 is a strategy that places 

emphasis on networking and resource integration, whereas Chapter 4 considers a 

strategy that focuses attention on service exchange face-to-face with customers. 

Chapter 5 “Discussion” attempts an approach to management in general based on 

service science. The three-dimensional approach of the translational systems science is 

shown to be effective. 

The foundation is an upward spiral between techne, which is tacit knowledge, and 

episteme, which is explicit knowledge. The importance of elevating episteme to the 

level of design information is understood in light of the idea “The source of value to 

the customer is the design information that the product embodies,” the starting point of 

design information transmission theory. The purpose of Chapters 3 and 4 is to elevate 

the trading company business model, which has been thought transmittable only 

through experience and intuition, to the level of service design information.  

Phronesis is a philosophical concept that may take either a positive or negative 

value, and a positive value is considered difficult to cultivate. The abstruse concept of 

phronesis is clarified using a scientific approach to find two axes. Furthermore, good 

management is aspired to through parallel use of the promotion of business ethics 

activities, the foundation of corporate social responsibility (CSR) strategy. 

Finally in Chapter 6 we summarize the research findings and points out further 

research topics.   
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Chapter 2. Literature Survey 
 

2.1 Design information transmission theory 
 

Design information transmission theory provides the definition “A product is design 

information transmitted to a medium,” a definition that uniformly covers all industries 

from the perspective of product design information transmission (T. Fujimoto 2004). If 

we substitute “medium” for “goods”, this agrees with service-dominant logic FP3, 

“Goods are a distribution mechanism for service provision.” Furthermore, Fujimoto 

holds that if the medium is intangible, it is a service industry product, and if it is 

tangible, it is a manufacturing industry product. Regarding design information, the 

design philosophies of designers are called “architectures” and are classified according 

to the relationship between function and structure. The architecture of structures 

having a simple relationship of nearly one-to-one correspondence in the interface of 

function and structure (parts = modules) is called a “modular architecture”, and that of 

structures having a complexly tangled relationship is called an “integral architecture”. 

Another architectural feature in addition to the integral and modular axes is an axis of 

classification according to the design rule for the interface between parts (modules). If 

the design rule is specific to a single company (keiretsu), it is called “closed”, and if it 

transcends companies and is standardized at the industry level, it is called “open”. We 

show the spectrum of architectures classified using these two axes in Figure 2 (T. 

Fujimoto 2007). 
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Figure 2  Product Archtecthre of desing information (T. Fujimoto 2004) 

 

In design information transmission theory, “Value itself resides in design 

information, and value is only created when design information is transmitted to 

media.” (H. Sasaki 2008). The theory holds that the transmission characteristics of 

media characterize industries. This is called “open manufacturing”, which has been the 

subject of research into cross-industry unified strategies. There are two axes in 

medium analysis—tangible property and durability—and a spectrum from typical 

manufacturing industry to typical service industry exists (Figure 3) (T. Fujimoto).  

Manufacturers of durable goods such as automobiles are typical manufacturing 

industries. Companies that engage in face-to-face selling, such as the provision of 

face-to-face services as exemplified by luxury hotel services, or broadcasting are 

typical service industries, which lie at the opposite end of the spectrum. Between these 

two poles lie perishable foods, which are tangible and ephemeral, and software and 
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financial products, which are intangible and durable. Since machine tool trading 

(MTT) companies engage in face-to-face selling, they are typical service industries. 

The same is true of automobile dealers in Japan. The deportment of face-to-face sales 

personnel, sales talks, presentations, workshops, exhibitions, and showroom 

atmosphere perish without customer involvement, and memory of them also fades and 

disappears over time. The medium being intangible and ephemeral both characterizes 

service industries and is a problem for them. 

 

Figure 3	 Mediam spectrum (T. Fujimoto 2004) 

 

The bottom half of Figure 4 (T. Fujimoto2004) depicts manufacturing industry 

transmission. Chapter 4 discusses service industry transmission, depicted on the top 

half of the figure, in detail. In manufacturing industries, there are two stages of 

transmission: Transmission 1 is transmission by factory production, and Transmission 

2 is transmission by customer consumption. Transmission 2 is value-in-exchange. In 
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manufacturing industries, Transmission 1 at factories is easy to control. Quality 

control (QC), total quality management (TQM), total productive maintenance (TPM), 

industrial engineering (IE), process engineering, and supply chain management (SCM) 

are among the control theories that have been established for Transmission 1. The 

advancement of information technology led to the emergence in Germany in 2011 of 

INDUSTRIE 4.0, a new framework. 

 

Figure 4 Sevice and goods flows ofdesign information (T. Fujimoto 2004) 
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2.2 Panarchy adaptive cycle and Cynefin framework 
 

In recent years, complex adaptive models to explain the co-evolution and resilience 

of social systems and ecosystems have been discussed as social-ecological systems 

theory. The Panarchy adaptive cycle is known as a model that theorizes the 

characteristics of predictable stages and unpredictable stages and can explain 

self-organization, stability, and the complex system cycle. Panarchy has four stages: 

exploitation (r) → conservation (K) → release (Ω) → reorganization (α). It is depicted 

graphically as a sideways Figure 5 with a vertical axis representing potential or capital 

and a horizontal axis representing connectedness (Figure 5) (C.S. Holling 2001). The 

units of this circulation model are positioned on a level for each scale, forming a 

hierarchy in which large cycles enclose small cycles. Panarchy includes the concept of 

cross-scale interactions, and transition occurs between upper and lower levels. 

Transition from lower to upper levels is called “revolt”, and transition from upper to 

lower levels is called “remember”. 

 

Figure 5	  Panarchy (Gunderson and Holling 2001) 
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In social systems research, the Cynefin framework is attracting attention as a new 

method of decision-making support based on complex systems science. A leader’s 

decision-making must be adapted to the situation faced. In practice, it is said, “The 

situation dictates.” However, there are few frameworks that classify situations in 

stages for which the effectiveness of specific prescriptions has been demonstrated. The 

Cynefin framework classifies situations using the stages Obvious, Complicated, 

Complex, and Chaotic, to which are added Disorder and Catastrophe, and teaches 

appropriate concrete decision-making and leadership for each stage (David J. Snowden 

2007) (Figure 6)(table 2). Elaborating the Cynefin framework makes it possible to 

construct a clear framework that takes into account scenarios for situations that may 

occur in the future. New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani, who demonstrated superb 

leadership at the time of the 9/11 terror attacks, was unable to change his 

decision-making method even though the city had weathered the chaos. He was 

criticized for matters such as his remarks about an extension of his term as mayor and 

left office as planned. He later entered the presidential primary contest on the back of 

his popularity and subsequently withdrew after a series of primary election setbacks. 

To avoid such situations, the Cynefin framework changes decision-making 

methodology in response to complex social situations. The U.S. Defense Advanced 

Research Projects Agency has used the Cynefin framework in terrorism 

countermeasures, the government of Singapore has used it in its Risk Assessment and 

Horizon Scanning program, a global pharmaceutical manufacturer has applied it to 

develop a new product strategy, and a Canadian provincial government has used it to 

engage employees in policy-making. 
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Figure 6  Cynefin Framework (D. Snowden 2007) 
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Table 2  Prescription of Cynefin Framework (D. Snowden 2007) 
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Chapter 3. Productization of Machine Tool Trading 
(MTT) companies 

 

3.1 Design information transmission theory "Architecture 
of design information" 
 

3.1.1 Architectural geopolitics 
In A view of Japanese Manufacturing in 2030 (T. Fujimoto 2015) the 

manufacturing-site organizational capability of Japanese manufacturing (“monozukuri”, 

manufacturing as a craft) is described as a capability for organized creation and 

transmission of design information, defined by a comprehensive process leading to 

background competitive strength, foreground competitive strength, and profitability. 

The basic characteristics of the design information are collectively called its 

“architecture”, which can be analyzed in terms of the correspondence between the 

constituent function and structure of the product (components: modules) that shows the 

interdependence of component design. 

For a complex product with intricate function groups and component (module) 

groups, the design information comprises an “integral” (lapped) architecture. For a 

simple product in which the component function groups and component groups are in 

nearly one-to-one correspondence, the design information comprises a “modular” 

architecture. An automobile is typically an integral product, whereas a personal 

computer typifies a modular product. 

In automotive and other integral products, Japanese manufacturing continues to hold 

a leading position in global markets. In light electrical products, in contrast, it has 

fallen behind in the face of pervasive modularization of large-volume production that 

has accompanied the tremendous rise in global market volumes, primarily because 

consistency between product architecture and organizational capability largely governs 

competitive strength. In the past, Japanese companies thrived and grew by building 

their organizational capability for integration-based manufacturing (monozukuri) 

focused on operations and an integral architecture highly suited to their products. Most 
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of the Japanese net-export products were relatively high in integral architecture. In 

assembled products, in particular, the export ratio and international competitive 

strength tended to increase with the degree of integration and labor concentration (T. 

Ohshika &T. Fujimoto 2006). Japanese manufacturing (monozukuri) was thus driven by 

integrated, operation-focused manufacturing sites. 

There are geopolitics for architecture as describe above. So we give representative 

example as list below (Figure 7). Japanese car exists in Closed Integral quadrant, 

Taiwan smartphone exists in Closed Modular, and Chinese personal computer exists in 

Open Modular where it is described the United States and South Korea are also strong 

(Fujimoto 2008). 

 

Figure 7  Architectural geopolitics 

It is pointed architectural conversion has caused decline of Japanese electronics 

industry (Fujimoto). Analog cathode-ray tube TV in Closed Modular has converted 

into digital Liquid Crystal TV in Open Modular, and also analog-cell phone in Closed 

Integral has converted into smartphone in Closed Modular. They are no longer 

geopolitical advantage for Japanese products. Japanese manufacturing is still 

geopolitical strong in Closed Integral (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8  Archtectural conversion 

The crucial task for many manufacturers in Japan has now become creation of an 

innovative modular business model for co-existence of the integrated, 

operation-focused manufacturing site, which is the strength of Japanese manufacturing, 

and the American-style concept-based strategy, to enhance the capability for strategy 

conceptualization at the manufacturing sites. To rebuild the manufacturing capability 

in this way it will be necessary to (1) further strengthen the long-term, multi-skilled 

worker teamwork, capability-building, high-productivity, high-wage mode and thereby 

enhance domestic production of competitive-advantage integral products; (2) build a 

new modular production system that is modularized but in correspondence with 

integral manufacturing for creation of Japan-specific high added value; and (3) educate 

and develop personnel and organizations capable of developing and growing a 

corresponding strategic modular business model (T. Fujimoto). 

Transformation from integral technology to modular technology is essential for 

realizing these changes, but it is generally very difficult to visualize the internalized 

integral technology residing in highly skilled individuals and extend it to modular 

technology. It will require long lead times, with no guarantee of success. This leads us 
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to focus on the role of machine-tool trading companies (MTT companies) as project 

producers, and the possibility of an MTT company serving in that role to obtain the 

participation of machine-tool manufacturers and complementary companies (peripheral 

equipment manufacturers) holding competitive advantages in planning and 

implementation of a new site-generated industrial cluster, and function as a business 

architect (designer) to allocate, interlink, and modify the component work sectors (T. 

Fujimoto 2004). It must view the target product of business discussions as a single 

system, with various single-function, independent component products and services as 

modules in planning and collaborative value creation in cooperation with the 

customers, as a cooperative effort for goal attainment. To fulfill this role as the 

producer, the MTT company must be capable of advance conceptualization, expert, 

informed judgment and evaluation, and formation of networks that transcend 

boundaries between industrial sectors (T. fujimoto 2004). 

If the MTT company can effectively develop a modular business model and apply its 

producer function, then during the next twenty years, the excellent Japanese 

manufacturing sites can be expected to achieve sustainability enhancement greater than 

that of the last twenty, particularly in view of the rapidly shrinking gap between 

domestic and foreign wage levels (T. Fujimoto 2013). 
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3.1.2 Modular customization strategy of production technology 
 

Next, we discuss the conversion strategy from integral skills to modular technology 

as a vision for the future of Japanese manufacturing. We call this vision a modular 

customization strategy of production technology. Figure 2 shows a well-known 

typological classification of products by the characteristics of their design information 

architecture (T. Fujimoto 2004). The horizontal axis represents the degree of 

component design interdependence, from product modularization (assembly) on the 

right to product integration (internal inter-adjustment) on the left. The vertical axis 

represents the degree of linkage with other companies, from open (industrial 

standards-based) products on the bottom to closed (internalized) operation on the top. 

Automobiles are prime examples of closed-operation, integral products, located in the 

upper left region of the chart. Each product is designed and manufactured within a 

corporate group keiretsu with a closed, hierarchical supply chain and end-product 

assembly under its own standards. 

The personal computer is a prime example of open-operation modular products, 

located in the lower right region of the chart. It is composed of a CPU and many other 

components produced under industry standards. A minimum of specialized knowhow 

and skill is sufficient for its production, which is advantageous to countries and 

regions with relatively low wages and low-value currencies.  

In his research on future configurations for Japanese manufacturing (monozukuri), T. 

Fujimoto has investigated the “architecture portfolio strategies” on the basis of Figures. 

9 and 10. In Figure 9, contributory products and subsequent processes are classified as 

“external” and the corresponding components and prior processes as “internal”, and 

the position in the chart is thus determined by the internal/external integral/modular 

combination. To date, the manufacturing technology of plants in Japan is positioned as 

both internal- and external-integral, with integral products and components 

manufactured by integral technology and thereby fully utilizing the strengths of 

integrated organization. This position tends to result in total product optimization but 

also in high cost and low earning power. 
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Shifting downward from this position, as shown in Figure 10, may be expected to 

yield cost reduction through transformation from internal to modular production 

technology in combination with customization by high-level assembly. If products 

equivalent to integral products and components can be produced in this way, as though 

they were the result of integral production technology alone, it will contribute to cost 

reductions that effectively offset the high-wage, high-currency handicap of domestic 

factories and may effectively establish an internal- and external-integral combination. 

In this figure, internal integral/external integral technology is called simply “integral 

technology”, and internal modular/external integral technology is called “modular 

technology”. 

 
Figure 9 Prtfolio of product architecture (T. Fujimoto). 
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Figure 10  Modular customizing strategy of production technology 

 

Integral technology is generally an art that is dependent on the capability of 

individuals in what is known as “skill”. The skill inheres in the individual, and is 

difficult to set forth in manuals and is both difficult and costly to transmit to others. In 

addition, this transmission is highly dependent on the ability of the individual. Thus, 

this skill is high in attenuation and low in communicability. The capabilities required 

for achievement of integral (intermodificaton) technology and provided by veteran 

workers born during the “baby boom” period of the late 1940s (who are known as “the 

artisans”) have long supported the rise of Japanese competitive strength, but the 

transmission of these skills to the younger generation is now directly confronted by a 

particularly grave difficulty. The Statistics Bureau of the Ministry of Internal Affairs 

and Communications has sounded an alarm in its report on “The 10-year problem 

(2007–2016) of baby boomer retirement” (M. Chino 2010), with many veteran 
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craftsmen scheduled to retire from their domestic manufacturing workplaces around 

2016. 

In modular technology, a key objective is to express skill in readily transmissible 

diagrams, equations, words, and other forms of objective, explicit knowledge, thereby 

facilitating its propagation and enabling its direct written input to machinery (K. Mori 

2005). The hand of the human craftsman has long been superior in accuracy and 

precision to that of machines. Recent technological advances have now brought 

machinery to an extremely high level of accuracy. This, together with the increasing 

modularization of machine-tool supplementary products (i.e., peripheral equipment) 

and assembly customization, now makes it possible to attain a level of modular 

technology equaling that of integral technology. Mechanization of the requisite tools 

for skill embodiment is in progress, and related goals are the transformation of skill to 

a field of science and merging them with machine technology. Conversely, technology 

is becoming increasingly complex with its rising control capabilities, thus creating the 

need to incorporate a capability for knowhow and intuitive understanding, and in this 

respect is itself approaching the nature of a skill. 

In developing the future configuration of Japanese manufacturing, comparative 

investigations to determine the combination required for modularization of integral 

technology would be impracticable because of the huge number of potential 

combinations involved. It is more realistic to apply a platform strategy in which new 

industrial clusters of intercompany linkages can emerge at the manufacturing site, and 

thus within the factory, and in this way work toward the goal of modular 

transformation (T. Fujimoto 2004b). In general usage, the term “industrial cluster” 

refers to either (1) the emergence of a new enterprise having a small to medium-sized 

company that holds a regional competitive advantage at its core and linkages between 

this and other companies, local authorities, universities, and other organizations in that 

region, or (2) a wide-ranging industrial aggregation. In the present context, however, it 

refers to a configuration in which various independent parties can meet at a 

manufacturing site and participate in plans for its improvement, with no intrinsic need 

for geographical proximity. 
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In this thesis, we argue that MTT companies can serve as the platform, enabling the 

emergence of a high-level modular production system and thereby accelerating the 

transmission of skills to young workers and contributing greatly to construction of 

Japanese manufacturing capabilities.  
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3.2 Value Orchestration Platform model:  
 reference framework of MTT 
 

3.2.1 Definition of service: four-phase value co-creation process 
model  
 

	 In the value orchestration platform model, the process of value co-creation by the 

providers and the customers in the service system proceeds in four phases (Figure 11) 

(K. Kijima 2014). 

In joint value creation by the customer and the providers, both participate in this 

process and share the service experience, starting from interaction. We refer to this 

initial phase of value co-creation as the “co-experience” phase. 

This is followed by the “internal model co-definition” phase, in which they apply their 

co-experience to tentatively developing, considering, and identifying their respective 

internal models, reach a mutual understanding on what the customer wants and what 

the provider can do, and develop a shared internal model in which the service value 

emerges. 

The development of this shared internal model is a process of customer and provider 

matching, which is at the heart of value creation. In marketing, it is at the center of the 

well-known ribbon diagram model (Figure 12) (Nihon Keizai Shimbun 2004). In 

layered segmentation, if an action taken by a target customer with latent demand 

matches the expectation of a target provider seeking a latent customer to expand sales, 

the provider’s gain increases and the platform value rises.  

In optimization of the shared internal model, the customer and the provider interact 

to raise the level of service, in two phases: a bilateral phase for service co-elevation 

and a multilateral phase for service co-development.  This provides feedback on the 

co-created service value. A process of cyclical co-evolution then proceeds, leading to 

emergence of new service value (K. Kijima 2014). 
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Figure 11  Definition of service (K. Kijima 2014) 

 

 
Figure 12  Ribbbon chart of platform 
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Co-elevation is a mechanism of value co-creation through needs-pull and seeds-push 

interaction between the customer and the provider (Figure 13). In sharing internal 

models with the customer, the provider generally tends to identify the customer’s 

needs and expectations and attempt to meet them by raising its service provision 

capability. If this capability rises, the customer receiving the service tends to raise its 

receiving capability and expected service value incrementally, to a new level of needs 

and expected value. The co-elevation of service value proceeds through repetition of 

this interaction. The course of service elevation is characteristically discontinuous, as 

in a game of “playing catch”, and proceeds in intervals between actual service 

provision, thus taking on a zigzag, spiraling form. 

 

 

Figure 13 Co-elevation 

 

In the co-development phase, in contrast, service value is created jointly by 

customers and providers as they achieve a wholly harmonious unity (Figure 14). As it 

proceeds, the customers and the providers organize and adjust their mutual services 

and effectively form into combinations to perform mutual problem solving, thereby 
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carrying forward a continuous process of elevating service value. Classic examples of 

co-development may be seen in Linux software development and in the composition of 

Wikipedia by customers and providers who form a united, harmonious whole. 

 

Figure 14  Co-development 
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3.2.2 Value Orchestration Platform model and its three 
strategies 
 

The value orchestration platform model is a two-level service system model 

comprising the value co-creation process defined in Sec. 3.1 and the supporting 

platform (K. Kijima 2014) (Figure15). The chief interest of this platform model is 

examining the strategy for management of the four phases of value creation and 

supporting new value creation. 

 

 
Figure 15 Value Orchestration Platform (K. Kijima) 

 

Support and management of the value creation process by the value orchestration 

platform involves at least the three key basic strategies of (1) involvement, (2) 

curation, and (3) empowerment (K. Kijima 2014). These strategies are deeply related 

to the four phases of value creation. 

The involvement strategy is chiefly concerned with advancement of the co-experience 
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and co-definition phases. It is a strategy for involvement and participation of the 

customer and the providers in the value creation process. In the co-experience phase, 

in particular, the customer and provider “fan-making strategy” is key. It has been noted 

that for this purpose it is important in practical terms to operate the SIPS (sympathy → 

identification → participation → sharing) cycle as a positive feedback loop, thereby 

inducing both provider and customer to become repeaters (N. Sato 2011). The strategy 

for involvement in this cycle is known as the “onboard strategy” (K. Kijima 2014). In 

the co-definition phase, on the other hand, the quality of the internal model explication 

and visualization will determine the effectiveness of subsequent value creation. 

The curation strategy is a strategy for new value creation through acquisition, 

sorting, editing, and sharing large volumes of information, and is applicable to all four 

value creation phases. The term “curation” derives from the curator function of art 

museums, libraries, and other cultural institutions that collect and maintain materials 

of value. A curator is expected to be able to appraise, research, manage, and supervise 

the institution’s materials, as well as to combine and organize high-level academic 

knowledge and expertise and thereby create new value (Steven Rosenbaum 2010). In 

the business world, the iPhone may be considered an excellent example of an 

innovative product that was created through highly original curation-based 

combination, rather than through development of new technology. 

Empowerment, as the third basic strategy, applies especially to the co-elevation and 

co-definition phases. It serves to heighten the capabilities of the participating 

providers and the expectations of the participating customers, and thereby raise the 

service level of the platform. A primary concern of the empowerment strategy is to 

complement the customers and the providers and thereby spur active initiative in both, 

but its true objective is their utilization and fulfillment of their deep, latent potentials. 

Its resources include space, time, knowledge, technology and skills, information, 

organizations and networks, service and consideration, and funds and facilities 

investment. These elements are both independent and interdependent. The ultimate 

empowerment is the emergence of trust, awareness, confidence, and responsibility, 

through bottom-up network creation (John Friedmann 1995).  
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3.3 Strategies and prescriptions for MTT as Value 
Orchestration Platform 
 
3.3.1 Old fashioned MTT and vision for MTT 
 

The traditional business model of MTT companies in Japan in effect generally 

restricts each MTT company to a single machine-tool manufacturer and to support of 

that company (Figure 16). The platform does not provide for value creation. It portrays, 

rather, a world of price competition marked by exchanges of machine-tool 

specifications and estimates. 

In some cases, the relationship between the manufacturer and the trading company is 

based on a firm secure agreement, but the business flow is generally determined in an 

information-advantage registration system. In domestic business practice, the 

manufacturer issues its estimate and specification only to the first trading company to 

transmit information on an inquiry, and any trading company that falls behind it cannot 

enter into a discussion on that business. Accordingly, the main interest of the sales 

representative is to learn when the discussion will begin, whether the inquiry is 

genuine, whether the customer is serious, what the customer preferences are, and 

which manufacturer is most likely to win. The sales representative’s reason for being 

becomes establishing a strong and binding relationship with that manufacturer. The 

sales representative has no interest in small-ticket peripheral equipment and, since a 

warranty will be issued, no motivation to consider the construction of the total 

production system. The traditional business model is far removed from any sort of 

modular business model.  
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Figure 16  Traditional business model of MTT companies 

 

In its new configuration, the MTT company itself should be transformed to a value 

orchestration platform, bring a number of manufacturers and customers onboard, and 

employ a strategy for their co-creation of value. Those to be brought aboard must total 

at least seven or eight companies which are independent entities, and include brand 

manufacturers and suppliers as customers and machine-tool, cutting-tool, holder, jig, 

materials-handling (robots), CAD/CAM, and production-material manufacturers as 

providers (Figure 17). 
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Figure 17  New configulation of MTT companies 
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3.3.2 Prescription for achievement of a Value Orchestration 
Platform 
 

Let us next consider a “recipe” for a strategy for the function of an MTT company as 

a value orchestration platform. The recipe is based on our own direct experience and 

on the state of business in Japan. In this we utilize QC tools, which can provide an 

optimal framework for shared understanding as they are generally familiar to 

machine-tool customers and providers, who are in most cases experienced in QC 

activities and have been substantially influenced in their conceptual approaches by QC 

tools. These “QC7 tools” together comprise a scientific technique that is generally 

used in each step of Quality Control, from the identification of a problem to its 

solution. To these Seven QC tools for quantitative analysis of phenomena, we add the 

“new Seven QC tools” designed for qualitative analysis dealing with linguistic data (T. 

Asaka 1980). They are applied in our investigation of the recipe for realizing a value 

orchestration platform.  The two types of seven QC tools are listed in Table 3. Red is 

the tool to be utilized in later. Other tools would be read because they are also useful. I 

show a list of two types of Seven QC tools below.  
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Table 3  Two types of seven QC tools 

 

In the following, we discuss the abovementioned involvement strategy. We propose 

application of the segmented onboard strategy and the internal model fishbone strategy 

in the co-experience phase, as two strategies new to an MTT company. Together, they 

serve to elucidate and heighten sales skill effectiveness and efficiency by visualizing 

what has long been implicit knowledge (I. Nonaka & H. Takeuchi 1995) and thus 

converting it to explicit knowledge. 

In our discussion of the co-experience phase, we referred to the strategy of drawing 

customers into the SIPS cycle as the “onboard strategy.”  We now further propose the 

addition of QC tool segmentation, to obtain a “segmented onboard” strategy for 

customer and solution-process segmentation. 

Making decisions on producer goods with priority given to performance and based 

solely on cost-performance is often regarded as an unduly conservative approach, but 
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this approach has highly dedicated adherents, particularly in regard to producer goods. 

It is said that 70% or more of domestic machine-tool purchasers are repeat users 

(MORI SEIKI 2004). Consumer-good SIPS begins with “sympathy” (N. Sato 2011), but 

MTT company customers begin with “participation”, and for them the cycle is 

Participation → Share ＆  Spread → Sympathize → Identify. For the purchaser of a 

big-ticket producer good destined for long-term use, the minimum condition for 

transactions on this platform is attaining in the customer a certain level of sympathy 

and a sense of unity that can be trusted. 

Segmentation should include education, enlightenment, and problem solution. 

Specifically, education involves courses in technology, enlightenment involves 

new-product exhibitions and courses on new technology, and problem solution 

involves process demonstration. The service level is serially heightened in the order 

education → edification → problem solution. Among the three, education is broadest 

in reach and most readily draws in customers, and it is therefore well positioned for 

development of new business. In enlightenment, participation in the new-product 

presentations and new-technology courses of enlightenment tends to be more restricted 

and may require registration, and the range of customers is naturally narrowed. In the 

process demonstration of problem solution, the manner of solution for the process or 

component seen as a problem by the customer is verified by the customer. This strategy 

is the most effective for customer approach, but its workload and cost are both high. It 

is therefore generally implemented only with customers likely to show a high rate of 

agreement conclusion in the related business discussions. In short, optimization of 

resource allocation to these segments is a key determinant of the platform profitability. 

To avoid network externality, an MTT company should also implement an onboard 

strategy in regard to providers. In this field, the market is small in scale. Relatively 

few manufacturers have a good capability for delivery of peripheral equipment 

products acceptable to the customers. In addition to this “direct effect”, an “indirect 

effect” is also prevalent, in which the focus on higher performance results in a rapid 

succession of new standards that involve incompatibility with previous standards. 

Even where a new standard represents a major advance in performance, however, it 
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should be adopted only with a discerning eye on the market trend. Adopting a future 

minority standard may prove fatal. Swift, sweeping replacement of a standard that has 

lost marketability inflicts huge costs and a sense of defeat on both the involved trading 

company and the manufacturing site, and must be avoided. 

The internal model fishbone strategy visualizes the customer internal model using a 

fishbone diagram (also known as a characteristic factors diagram and an Ishikawa 

diagram) for organization and examination of the constituent elements of that model. 

The QC perspective is known for its broad “4M” classification, using the four main 

categories of “man” (operator), “material”, “machine”, and “method”. In the present 

curation perspective, the three main categories are “tangible”, “human”, and 

“intangible”, which are further divided into five broad categories with “tangible” 

comprising “product”, “production component”, and “cuttings”, “human” comprising 

“company” and “responsibility”, and “intangible” comprising “achievement”. Cuttings 

are the metal waste (chips, shavings, filings, or other waste forms) that occurs in 

product manufacturing. They provide a ready indication of the quality of the 

manufacturing process, and have been called “a report card on productivity” (K. 

Matsumoto 2012). Many veteran sales representatives look at process cuttings rather 

than production components. Lastly, the internal model is classified in terms of 26 

focal points and described in terms of 58 elements (Figure 18). These numbers may 

seem large, but veteran sales representatives are deeply familiar with these categories 

and elements, and in approaching a business negotiation always set their priorities and 

develop a success story leading to a contract. 

There is currently no existing means of systemizing and visualizing this capability, 

but if the implicit knowledge of the individual sales representatives were made explicit 

through visualization by the proposed tools, it could then be used as a checklist. Such a 

checklist would (1) provide a base for consideration of the following two strategies,  

enable an approach to understanding root causes by clarifying the interrelations of the 

individual elements, and help avoid oversights; (2) help to heighten the capability of 

the individual sales representatives through explication of that sales representative’s 

implicit knowledge and moreover enable the implementation of a heretofore difficult 
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“team approach” to machine-tool business discussions; and (3) with further progress in 

implicit knowledge explication, be used as an educational tool for the heretofore 

difficult process of sales representative education. 

 

Figure 18	 Internal model as Fishbone 

Next, we propose two curation strategies: the dynamic curation strategy and the 

intellectual property (IP) ethics strategy. The dynamic curation strategy is in particular 

accord with the longstanding machine-tool business practice of information-priority 

registration in which the providers who are expected to be onboard change rapidly. The 

purpose of the IP ethics strategy, which is based in corporate social responsibility 

(CSR), is to ensure strict observance of confidentiality obligations concerning 

individual customer’s production-technology IP and eliminate the risk of 

production-technology IP divulgence, a risk that has increased sharply with the 

modularization of production technology and the high-level digitization of machine 

technology. 
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In the transformation of integral skill to modular technology, the number of possible 

solution combinations tends to increase without limit in successive investigations. A 

machine tool cannot function without its peripheral equipment. Only a machine tool 

with an excellent combination of peripheral equipment can attain its true performance. 

Maximization of customer satisfaction requires the achievement of optimum 

processing through determination of the optimum solution. The primary objective of a 

curation strategy is to shorten the lead time to achievement of that objective. 

The need for an effective dynamic curation strategy is strong and rising. A 

peripheral equipment provider that has been expected to become an ally at the outset of 

a business discussion may turn out to be a strong competitive threat after its 

elimination under the information-priority registration system. The externality effect 

at the interfaces of an information network may bring onboard a new competitive 

provider and lead to a new search for a solution matching the customer-specific 

constraints and conditions of agreement. These challenges are magnified by the rapid 

succession of technological advances that emerge almost monthly and could strike a 

final blow. The adverse effects of technological advances are even stronger than those 

of networking. Given the singular business practices and the rapid stream of technical 

innovations, the resources available to the MTT company in its function as a platform 

may change drastically in the course of a business discussion. A dynamic curation 

strategy is essential for effective response to this change in resources. 

A dynamic curation strategy requires discernment of a story line that includes a time 

axis for entry of changes in available resources and technical innovations. Here, our 

analysis is based on the nine constituent elements of the QC story for task achievement 

(N. Kano 1990), which may be described as the following: theme selection, procedure 

selection, point of attack and objective setting, countermeasure proposal, success 

scenario determination, success scenario implementation, confirmation of 

effectiveness, standardization and control emplacement, and reflection and future 

response. 

In illustration, let us consider a case in which the goal is to increase the level of 

automated operation and the selected theme is improvement of cuttings disposition. 
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The procedure will depend on whether the target is a machine, a tool, or a material. If a 

tool is chosen as the target, for example, the procedure begins with consideration of 

countermeasures development based on analysis of the present state of processing. The 

point of attack might be tool-type change, cutting conditions, tool path, cutting fluid, 

or machine-tool specification revision or addition. Let us assume that there are two: 

change in tool-type and cutting conditions; then the objectives may then be set as 

cutting conditions and state of cuttings. The countermeasure development and the 

success scenario will depend in rather large part on the related catalog values, and the 

cutting test implementation will itself constitute the success scenario implementation 

and performance of the confirmation step. An increase in the level of automated 

operation will require standardization and control emplacement, and a summary 

outline of each is therefore compiled in sheet form and the circumstances are captured 

by digital imaging or video. The PDCA loop is implemented for the reflection and the 

future countermeasures, as an essential part of QC activity. The control technology as 

envisioned from thoroughgoing compilation, and pervasiveness of the control sheet is 

evaluated in the automated process. From the vantage point of resource integration, 

moreover, a merging with customer journey mapping (N. Takeyama 2012) may also be 

effective. 

The IP ethics strategy, the CSR-based curation strategy, is an essential requirement. 

When a company repositions its production technology from internal/external integral 

to internal-modular/external-integral, the technology-bearer center of gravity shifts 

from human to machine. This facilitates transcription of the technology and enhances 

its transmissibility within the company, but the attendant speed of propagation with 

very low attenuation also has the adverse effect of increasing the risk of IP divulgence 

outside the company. 

The core competence of a customer is generally based on a high-level system of 

production (C.K.Prahalad & Gary Hamel 1990), and the obligation for confidentiality 

in the platform must, as a matter of course, be strictly honored. On the other hand, the 

curation capability of the MTT company accrues in large part from its acquiring 

knowledge of the most advanced production lines of its many and various customers. 
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Utilization of a curation capability gained from one customer in a proposal of an 

advanced production system to another customer is pregnant with the risk of violating 

an IP right. 

In the integral era, it took a long time for a sales representative to gain the 

capability to reproduce a production technology and obtain an order for a large-scale 

production system, by which time the sales representative had also received a clear 

guideline on the obligation to the customer for confidentiality, which obviated 

problems in platform corporate compliance. In the emerging modular era, in contrast, 

even a young sales representative lacking any such guideline can reproduce a 

production technology, though not completely, by combining data on the related 

process conditions with a specific list from a successful case showing the model 

numbers of the machine tool and its peripheral equipment. 

No clear legal standard explicating IP rights relating to production technology has 

yet been established, and it has now become impossible to protect the IP of a customer 

simply by compliance in the narrow sense of complying with law and regulations. In 

this light, a clear need has been noted for the development of a sincere and faithful 

corporate culture (Figure 19) through promotion of business ethics (i.e., activities for 

ethical operation) that are the foundation of CSR. 

With a shared approach for sincere, faithful operation, corporate ethics can advance 

the sharing, permeation, and implanting of principles and values, aid the establishment 

and maintenance of a well-aired corporate structure, and assure implementation of a 

corporate governance that imbues its personnel with the proclivity for generating and 

maintaining ethical judgment and behavior (SANNO UNIVERSITY Research Institute 

2008). 

The collective activity for advancement of corporate ethics in effect comprises the 

IP ethics strategy. The IP ethics strategy that sets the direction for the platform in this 

regard closely resembles the involvement strategy. It must promote self-discipline, 

openness, self-awareness, confidence, trust, responsibility, fairness, and equality, add 

ethics and sincerity, and be directed toward shared principles and values, for all 

parties. 
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Figure 19  CSR (SANNO UNIVERSITY Research Institute) 

 

In the following, we discuss the empowerment strategy. The Four strategies that are 

essential constituents of the empowerment strategy are the orchestrator strategy in the 

co-elevation phase, the objective-function identification strategy, the relation-matrix 

strategy in the co-development phase, and the co-design strategy. 

The orchestrator strategy is directed toward development of the MTT company into a 

mediator complementing the discontinuous elevation of the service level in the 

co-elevation phase. The objective-function identification strategy for problem solving 

narrows the problem from what initially seems to involve many parties to a two-party 

problem through identification of the objective function. 

The relation-matrix strategy is for visualizing and organizing, in the form of a matrix, 
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the interrelations of multiple parties involved in solving a problem, to advance the 

visualization of solutions to problems in relation to orders of priority and levels of 

difficulty and to elucidate the leverage points. The fourth strategy is the co-design 

strategy, which is directed toward manufacturing-site-generated design revision and 

thus a return to the origin in the recognition that the essence of manufacturing is 

transcription of design information. 

In the co-elevation phase, the process of value co-creation by customers and providers 

rises in a discontinuous, zigzag spiral. Let us analyze this process using an example in 

which a machine-tool manufacturer and a cutting-tool manufacturer, i.e., two providers, 

are striving to raise the level of service (Figure 20). At the time of announcement of a 

new machine tool or a new cutting tool, the performance of one may exceed that of the 

other. Let us assume the performance offered by the machine-tool manufacturer is 

lower than that offered by the cutting-tool manufacturer. Even though the machine-tool 

performance has been raised by, say, one rank, the customer’s productivity may not 

rise at all. Raising it by two ranks is then deemed necessary, and the machine-tool 

manufacturer strives to achieve this increase. If that effort is successful, then it may in 

response become necessary for the cutting-tool manufacturer to catch up by raising its 

own product performance by two ranks. In actual practice, however, this sequence 

would be exceptional. Following delivery by the manufacturers, they do not ordinarily 

perform continuing follow-up inspections because of the high cost of performing them 

at the production site. 

An effective solution to this difficulty would be for the customer and the multiple 

providers to enlist the assistance of a third-party mediator and enter related 

negotiations (John Winslade & Gerald Monk 2000). It would, moreover, be most 

natural for an MTT company to undertake this role, as a mediator that would constantly 

have information on both internal models and new products, and transmit it in both 

directions. If the mediator had continuously transmitted the internal models to both of 

the manufacturers in our example, then both might have been able to concurrently offer 

new products with each raised by two ranks in performance, without incurring the 

costs of market research. Conversely, if the mediator can sequentially transmit 
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new-product information to the customer, then the customer itself can perform 

continuous level elevation. As a platform, the MMT company can thus act as though it 

were a customer to multiple providers and as though it were multiple providers to a 

customer (K. Kijima 2001). This is referred to as the “orchestrator strategy”, a name 

which derives from the name of the platform. 

In its original guise, an orchestrator is a deconstruction producer. To achieve a strategy 

of competitive advantage that raises total value in the face of changes such as a rising 

cost of labor and technological advances, the orchestrator deconstructs the existing 

value chain and identifies only high-value-adding processes as part of the core while 

outsourcing all low-value-adding processes. In the value orchestration platform, in 

contrast, whenever one or more of the involved parties achieves a technological 

advance, the orchestrator works for reformation of the combination of the service 

layers of all involved parties while confirming the service layer of each one. The role 

of the orchestrator rises in weight and importance in concert with the recognition by 

all parties of the validations issued by the orchestrator. 

The orchestrator strategy is specific to trading companies, in which curation of the 

products can transcend the frameworks of their manufacturers. 
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Figure 20	 Orchestrator strategy 

 

Let us now consider the objective-function identification strategy. Identification of 

an objective function as a theoretical formula (Y. Ito 2004) based in the fundamental 

theory of machine-tool manufacturing can effectively narrow what initially appears to 

be a multiparty problem to a two-party problem, and thereby facilitate its solution. The 

objective-function identification strategy can bring actual sales activities, which 

generally tend to shun theory, back to the basics and increase their efficiency in the 

process (Y. Yamane 2013). It can also effectively transform implicit sales skills to 

explicit sales technology. 

A prime example is a theoretical formula for the rate of cuttings generation Q, which 

is an indicator of productivity in turning processes and is formally defined as the 

quantity of cuttings generated per minute as excess material that is removed to obtain 

the product in its final geometry. In short, it is an indicator of the number of cubic 

centimeters discarded per unit time. For increased machining productivity, the 

objective is accordingly maximization of Q, with Q expressed as 

Q = Vc ×ap ×fn (cm3/min) 
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where Vc is the cutting speed (m/min), ap is the cutting depth (mm), and fn is the 

feed rate (mm/rev). It is also necessary to include consideration of the machine-tool 

and cutting-tool constraints in terms of the net cutting power Pc (kW) of the former 

and the cutting resistance kc (N/mm) of the latter (A. Yokoyama 2012)(SANDVIK 

coromant	 company 2013)(Sumitomo Electric Hardmetal Corp. 2013). 

 

These two equations indicate that for maximization of Q it is desirable to increase 

Pc and decrease kc. In most cases, however, Q is maximized by first selecting the 

maximum feed rate fn that is in correspondence with the ap matching the cutting tool 

size, next reducing kc, and then selecting the maximum Vc on the power band (the 

maximum Pc region). Narrowing the verification processes to three or four can reduce 

the number of man-hours that must be redirected form business activities and the cost 

of test materials to be borne by the customer, and conserve the management resources 

on the platform. This value elevation would be difficult to achieve by any other means. 

Let us next consider the two strategies applied in the co-development phase: the 

relation-matrix strategy and the co-design strategy. 

The relation-matrix strategy facilitates resolution of the multiparty interrelations 

involved in co-development by entering them in a matrix diagram, which is a QC tool. 

Let us here take die machining as an example and analyze its interparty relationships 

(Figure 21). The customer and all participating providers are entered in the same order 

on the vertical and horizontal axes of the matrix. Requests as seen from the perspective 

of each party shown on a green background in the top row are entered in order from top 

to bottom for each party. Problems as seen from the perspective of each of the parties 

are shown on a pink background at the left of the rows. The focal points of human, 

tangibles, and intangibles from the perspective of curation are distinguished by their 

colors, with human shown as green, tangibles as yellow, and intangibles as orange. 

If a problem is present at symmetric positions (cells framed red in the figure) around 

the matrix diagonal from upper left to lower right, then it is called a “symmetric 

problem”. In such a case, each related party thinks the other is at fault and therefore 
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expects that party to solve the problem and itself takes no steps for its solution. If the 

symmetric problem is in the tangible or human category, then a solution can be found 

through platform mediation. If it is an intangible, then it relates to intracompany 

factors involving design development and IP in both companies, and solution is 

therefore difficult. In the relation-matrix strategy, the capability for identification and 

solution of opposing tangibles in symmetric problems is the key. 

In an asymmetric problem, the problem resides in one side only. The party in which 

it resides knows that its solution is beyond the reach of the other party, and in most 

cases the company with the problem can solve it through its own efforts. 

 
Figure 21 Relation-matrix strategy 

 

	 Pinpointing problems in the relation matrix can effectively lead to their 

identification and solution. For this purpose we leave the parties in the leftmost 

column as they are, move the problem cells leftward, and place them from left to right 

in the order intangible, human, and tangible (Figure 22). The symmetric problems 

shown here are framed in red. We actually use this procedure daily to solve problems. 
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Let us here demonstrate its effectiveness with an example taken from our experience. 

 
Figure 22  Pinpointing problems in the relation matrix 

 

In this case, we first took up the asymmetric problems, which are generally relatively 

easy to solve, and included problems involving perspectives on tangibles, and solved 

them through curation and negotiation on delivery times and prices for the product to 

be supplied. We similarly solved the tangible symmetric problems and the human 

asymmetric problems. 

In a case of symmetric problems which on one side was a design improvement 

problem in the classic human category involving total jig height and on the opposing 

side was in the tangible category, we were able to have the party with the more-easily 

solved problem engage in and achieve its solution by procuring a long cutting tool, 

which involved a change in product dimensions. We were then left with the most 

difficult problem, a symmetric problem in the intangible category. It had reached a 

deadlock with the customer and the jig manufacturer each seeking to have the other 

change its design. It was solved through platform concentration on conducting 

sufficient hearings and mediation between both sides. The customer was also a 
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manufacturer and its technology chief was close to the person holding authority for 

design changes, which facilitated approval of the related design revision. In the jig 

manufacturer, the manager and the designer were actually the same person, who was 

therefore able to make the decision to respond to the customer’s new design with a 

corresponding new design. As a result, it was possible to achieve both a substantial 

reduction in product cost and a very large increase in product quality. 

In this way, we use the relation matrix for visualization of the relationships based on 

the fishbone internal modular model with the addition of segmentation performed from 

the curation perspective, and proceed with the visualization of ordering priorities and 

levels of difficulty for the problem that is to be solved. It is also possible to produce a 

plan of action that elucidates the leverage points, though incorporation of the 5W3H 

investigation into the platform, and thereby elevate the platform service level by a 

previously non-existent high-efficiency strategy. 

Lastly, let us consider the co-design strategy. Several rounds of experience in value 

creation with strategy analysis using the relation matrix brings a clear, 

experience-based understanding that the best strategy is “design renewal”, which 

solves problems in intangibles. Many people refer to it as “design change”, but design 

change is difficult even when the customer itself is a manufacturer, and in many cases 

a customer involved in processing is actually a collaborating plant, which makes a 

design change even more difficult because, although the design teams of manufacturers 

tend to respond with alacrity to requests from field users and carry out the design 

improvement, they are generally reluctant to accept requests for improvement from 

manufacturing sites. Their reluctance stems from the fear that a design change made 

due to internal circumstances may have unforeseeable adverse effects on the market. In 

a situation involving multiple customers that are independent parties, it is all the more 

necessary to consider the use of a platform matrix that further subdivides the 

customers and thereby enable the discovery of a path leading to the solution. 

Design has progressed through various modes, from the era of the 

manufacturer-centric industrial design conception, through user-centric design and 

participatory design, to the present focus on co-design in which co-creation is 
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performed by various types and kinds of individuals at various sites. 

In co-design, the producers are brought together by various processes, co-create 

value together with the customers, and thereby vitalize their sites (Tim Brown 2009). 

Engineers merge with designers, the business model moves from product-centric 

perspective to an eco-system emergence, and the container-like elements undergo a 

metamorphosis to platforms (Joi Ito 2013a 2013b)(Figure 23).  

In the automotive industry, design-in through simultaneous (or concurrent) 

engineering has successfully expanded its scope so that it extends from purchasing to 

upstream processes of design development. Co-design differs from this in several key 

respects. It involves a substantially larger variety of value-creation sites. The producer, 

known as the designer, is an “orchestrator”, and the MMT trading company serves that 

role. For the MTT company co-design is generated on site, but it implements 

servitization through co-creation that vitalizes customers’ production, design and 

development, purchasing, and services and their related divisions, and it is devoted to 

increasing contributions from the customers to the customers. The goal is evolution to 

a servitization strategy through provision of a prescription for the co-design strategy. 

 

 
Figure 23  Co-design 

 

	 Figure 24 shows a road map summarizing the new strategies proposed to this point 

with the MMT company as a value orchestration platform, and Table 4 shows a 

comparison of the applied pre-existing and new strategies. 
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Figure 24 Servitization- productization roadmap Roadmap 
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Table 4  Reconstruction of MTT strategies 

 

 

In Chapter 3, we have considered what strategy should be adopted for the 

reconstruction of an existing MTT company from the traditional business model to an 

innovative modular business model, investigated what strategy should be adopted for 

that purpose with a value orchestration platform model, and presented a prescription 

for that platform. More specifically, we began with an analysis of the existing MTT 

company model and then introduced the value orchestration platform model as a 

referential framework for the new MTT company configuration, together with a 

number of new component strategies. These include a segmented onboard strategy, an 

internal-model fishbone strategy, a dynamic curation strategy (a QC story), an 

orchestrator strategy, an objective-function identification strategy, a relation-matrix 

strategy, and a co-design strategy. We concluded with a roadmap to the new 

configuration. In the course of our consideration, we also demonstrated that QC tools 

provide an effective framework for specific prescription formulation. 

Through visualization of the value creation process, we were able to visualize and 

explicate sales activities, which have generally been largely dependent on the 

experience and intuition of individuals and thus on implicit knowledge. The 
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visualization and transformation to explicit knowledge of the value creation process 

may be expected to transform machine-tool business discussions from individual play 

to team play, and by this transformation facilitate the transmission of sales skills and 

education to younger sales representatives. 

We have actually applied the value orchestration platform strategy in machine-tool 

transactions. It effectively cast off the traditional shell of captive-party sales 

restriction. Implementation of the strategy prescription contributed to a rise in the 

contract rate, which has long been difficult to accomplish because of the difficulties 

involved in concluding agreements for big-ticket modular production systems, and to a 

rising sales trend. It led to clear and specific expression of increased levels of 

satisfaction directly from the customers. Furthermore, it confirmed the platform effect 

of heightening value co-creation. On the other hand, it has also brought substantial 

concern in regard to the large added workload of monitoring the progress of multiple 

independent parties, each with its own high-level technology. 
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Chapter4. Servitization of Machine Tool Trading 
(MTT) companies 

 

4.1 Design information transmission theory   
  “Open manufacturing” 
 

4.1.1 Service features in accordance with medium intangible 
ephemeral properties 
 

Service industries are ordinarily said to have seven features—inconsistency, 

consumer involvement, intangibility, perishability, simultaneity, inseparability, and 

irreversibility—which until now have been regarded as unique to services and 

discussed separately (Table 5). Since design information transmission theory holds that 

service industry media are intangible and ephemeral, it provides a unified explanation 

of these features. We call this “open manufacturing”. 
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Table 5  Service features 

 

Industries with intangible ephemeral media are typical service industries. 

“Intangible media” are kinetic energy, electricity, heat, light energy, and other media 

without the fixed shape of tangible articles. “Ephemeral media” are media by which 

design information has been transmitted that are prone to deformation due to factors 

such as corruption, dissolution, or decay of their structure, form, or composition. 

Face-to-face selling and face-to-face service, which transmit design information to 

customers at sites using site atmosphere as a medium, are typical service industries. 

Broadcasting, which uses instantaneously decaying radio waves as a medium, is similar. 

Typical service industries can be defined as industries that seek to directly transmit 

design information to customers themselves using non-durable, intangible energy as a 

medium. Since the medium decays on the spot and production and consumption are 

co-located, no inventory can be kept. In addition, since consumption ends 
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instantaneously, variation in customer evaluation tends to occur. Furthermore, since 

the medium instantaneously decays, direct transmission to the customer is a necessity, 

and direct transmission contributes to higher customer satisfaction (T. Fujimoto 2007). 

Let us elucidate that medium intangibility and ephemerality are largely the reasons 

for the above being the seven service features, considering the case of the front-desk 

service of a luxury hotel, a prime example of a service industry. The medium for this 

face-to-face service is the front-desk atmosphere, the intangible ephemeral medium of 

intangible energy. We understand that “inconsistency” between customers at their 

entrance to the hotel are differences in season or differences between day and night, 

and that “consumer involvement” stems from the fact that the customer cannot enjoy 

the atmosphere if not present and that the appearance of the other people present 

affects the atmosphere. “Intangibility” lies in the untouchable nature of atmosphere 

and “perishability” stems from the fact that the pleasant atmosphere is immediately 

lost if a power outage or similar problem occurs and that memory of atmosphere fades 

over time. “Simultaneity” and “inseparability” apply because atmosphere cannot be 

realized without the simultaneous presence of provider and customer. “Irreversibility” 

lies in the impossibility of return and replacement in response to complaints. 

With regard to customers as a medium, although actual customers are neither 

intangible nor ephemeral, they can be considered intangible in terms of their 

receptivity when receiving services and memory. There are heterogeneous individual 

differences in receptivity, and satisfaction and dissatisfaction are subjective. Memories, 

being transient, will fade and so are perishable. Accordingly, customers are a 

subjective intangible ephemeral medium. Since they are subjective, they should 

furthermore be considered unstable. Typical service industries have a tendency to 

focus attention on direct transmission to customers (T. Fujimoto 2007) and prioritize 

this over transmission to objective intangible ephemeral media. This is because if 

information perishability is also high, directly appealing to customers is likely to be 

more effective. However, we must not forget that customers as a medium are subjective 

and that individual differences are great. Although prior expected value is 

heterogeneous, the consequent large divergence is nonetheless a fatal flaw. Therefore, 
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despite its difficulty, prediction of prior expected value is essential. People and steel 

plates are completely different. 
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4.1.2 Service exchange of “face-to-face selling”: transmission 
and feedback 
 

Here we analyze service exchange between trading companies and customers. 

Service-dominant (SD) logic FP1 holds that “Service is exchanged for service.” The 

service exchanged with a customer when a trading company transmits service design 

information to a customer is the customer’s evaluation of the transmitted service 

design information. Customers feed back deviation from prior expected value (top left 

of figure 25). Since design information decays and perishes immediately after 

transmission, measuring deviation is difficult (top center of figure25). Owing to the 

simultaneity and inseparability of services, deviation must be measured at the moment 

of transmission. Owing to the inconsistency of services, feedback varies widely from 

proactive feedback to passive feedback. What is most problematic is nonreactive 

feedback. Trading companies contribute to improvement of service design information 

by contextually judging measured deviation. Service exchange in face-to-face selling 

is instantaneous, reciprocal transmission. Since inexperienced sales representatives are 

incapable of instantaneous deviation measurement, they cannot improve the next 

transmission and negotiations become deadlocked. 
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Figure 25  Transmission of service or manufacturing 

 

Let us discuss the rationality of repeating face-to-face selling. SD logic FP10 holds 

that “Value is always uniquely and phenomenologically determined by the beneficiary.” 

Customers constantly independently judge the value-in-context of transmitted service 

design information. If it is not equivalent to the value-in-context, the deviation is fed 

back and the design information of the next transmission must be improved. If 

equivalence is reached, concrete services such as event participation or contracting are 

fed back. Although there are cases when equivalence is reached right away the first 

time and the customer makes an impulse purchase (love at first sight), these are rare. 

Ordinarily, by continuing the face-to-face selling, the reciprocal value-in-context rises 

in a zigzag spiral in an intense exchange of transmission and feedback. Face-to-face 

selling is continued until equivalence is reached. From a value orchestration 

perspective, this is a co-elevation process. Furthermore, there is inconsistency in the 
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medium due to decay and perishability, individual differences, and temporal difference. 

The medium soon forgets design information, expected value differs from person to 

person, and preferences change over time even for the same individual. The only 

countermeasure is repetition of face-to-face selling. Because of design improvement 

and three media characteristics, a strategy of repetition is applied to face-to-face 

selling value co-creation. 

For services, quality control (QC) and industrial engineering (IE) are difficult, 

involving measurement of transmission accuracy and density. IE is measurement of the 

number of transmissions per unit of time and cost performance. Although highly 

experienced sales representatives are aware of the importance of deviation 

measurement, they have yet to reach the point of recognizing that deviation is a service 

equivalently exchanged for their transmission of service design information. It is 

important to formularize evaluation through visualization of deviation and elevate it to 

a theory corresponding to inspection in manufacturing industry QC. We will leave 

measurement methodology and QC as a task for subsequent research. 

Let us analyze the fact that feedback in face-to-face selling is both explicit 

knowledge and tacit knowledge. Since trading companies transmit the key points of 

service design information to customers as explicit knowledge such as clear words, 

estimates, and sales literature, when deviation is fed back as explicit knowledge, 

improvement is simple. These are cases where customers provide feedback by means 

such as accurate language. Even in these cases, cyclic repetition is necessary because 

of media instability. However, ordinarily tacit knowledge is fed back. Tacit knowledge 

is transmitted to sales representatives through expressions, attitudes, or moods. 

Deviation in this must be measured. To offset deviation between tacit knowledge and 

explicit knowledge, sales representatives return to the company with the customer 

feedback, then the sales representatives themselves, their managers, or someone else 

performs inverse analysis from tacit knowledge to identify causes, and thereby the 

company converts the tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge in the form of improved 

service design information that it again transmits to customers. This is an upward 

spiral of tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge. In trading company terminology, 
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when deviation is tacit knowledge it is called a “hint”, and when it is explicit 

knowledge it is called “homework”. 

Design information transmission theory points to a solution to the misgiving 

expressed in SD logic FP2, “Indirect exchange masks the fundamental basis of 

exchange.” The lower half of Figure 25 illustrates indirect exchange of services in FP2 

for manufacturing industries. It is useful to compare this with direct exchange of 

services for services industries, shown in the upper half of the figure. Transmission 1 

is factory production. In design information transmission theory, Transmission 1 is 

implemented in a “smooth flow”. QC is improvement of accuracy, IE is improvement 

of density, and a customization strategy involving attachment of options is 

improvement of alignment with prior expected value. These three types of 

improvement improve both Transmission 2 and Transmission 3. Transmission 2 is 

purchasing, which is instantaneous value-in-exchange. Transmission 3 is use, which is 

continuous value-in-context. When a medium is tangible and durable, although age 

deterioration occurs, design information is stably preserved in the medium and design 

information transmission is repeated each time a customer uses the product. This is 

indirect value co-creation between the provider of the tangible durable medium and the 

customer. After-service is improvement of Transmission 3 through restoration of 

Transmission 1. The reason servitization in the narrow sense (increased emphasis on 

providing services and adding value through services by manufacturing industries) 

tends to go no further than discussion in the after-sales service department is that 

restoration to Transmission 1 restores Transmission 3. Value resides in design 

information to begin with, and in manufacturing industries, value is transmitted at 

factories to operand resources, which are tangible durable media, and co-created as 

value-in-context in the customer’s use process via value-in-exchange in the form of 

consumption. This figure makes explicit through visualization the basic foundation of 

indirect exchange in manufacturing industries. Advancing visualization of a design 

information transmission theory model has brought us closer to a solution to the 

misgiving expressed in FP2. 
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Let us now show that the purpose of QC in manufacturing industries is realized in 

service industries through repetition. Media differences engender strategy differences. 

We demonstrate this with a concrete example. The beautiful body of a luxury car 

embodies the storage of design information in steel plates in a high-quality manner. 

The body does not revert into a steel sheet overnight, and the customer is able to enjoy 

its appearance for many years. When using a stable medium, it is sufficient to transmit 

design information with a high degree of accuracy a single time. This is the purpose of 

QC. However, hotel guests sometimes forget overnight the atmosphere of hotels where 

they have stayed. Hotel stays rarely become lifelong memories, unless a guest 

experiences an impressive and moving response to an unforeseen situation. Hotels do 

not enjoy the benefit of powerful transmission opportunities. Rather, they are 

constantly challenged to provide quality taken for granted, such as smooth check-ins 

with no wait whenever guests may visit, and that is what creates repeaters. When using 

an unstable medium, the way to increase the accuracy of transmission is to repeat 

transmission to the same medium, and the way to deal with a heterogeneous medium is 

to gear the initially transmitted service design to suit the great majority of customers, 

avoid divergence risk, and correct deviation and increase transmission accuracy 

through repetition. This is QC through repetition in service industries. 

In face-to-face selling value co-creation at trading companies, repetition is 

necessary to counter perishability of design information resulting from media 

characteristics and to control transmission quality. Analysis using a reference 

framework suited to the repetitive nature of face-to-face selling value co-creation is 

necessary. 
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4.2 Hierarchical Model of Service Ecosystems Innovation 
(rotation/revolution) 
 

Service system is a dynamic configuration of people, technologies and organizations 

and shared information that create and deliver value to customers, providers and other 

stakeholders (University of Cambridge & IBM 2008). 

According to service-dominant (SD) logic, in service system the traditional 

distinction between a "producer" as a creator of value and a "consumer" as a destroyer 

of value is replaced with a more generic conceptualization of economic (and social) 

actors, which reciprocally create value as complex systems.SD logic refers to such 

complex service systems as "service ecosystems" to emphasize their dynamic features 

like adaptation, viability and sustainability (Vargo, S. & Lusch, R.F. 2011). Indeed, 

they define the term service ecosystems as "relatively self-contained, self-adjusting 

systems of resource-integrating actors connected by shared institutional logics and 

mutual value creation through service exchange" (S. Vargo, 2014) (H. Wieland, et al., 

2012) (H. Lush, S. Vargo & R. Lusch, 2015). A service ecosystem itself is often of 

recursive structure and consists of several or many service systems connected by 

network (Figure 26). 

 

 

Figure 26  Structure of Service Ecosystem 
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Service ecosystems are constantly adapting to changing contextual requirements and 

are simultaneously creating these changing contexts in the process (A. Giddens, 1979). 

Contextual value creation (value-in-context) in these systems can also be 

conceptualized as an increase in the dynamic viability of the system (H. Wieland, et al., 

2012). 

One of the crucial ways to create new value and increase viability for a service 

ecosystem is to introduce new or significantly improved products (goods or services), 

processes, organizational institutions, and marketing methods in business practices or 

the marketplace, i.e., innovation in a broad sense.Innovation is indeed the fundamental 

source of significant value creation by a service ecosystem. 

When we argue service ecosystems in terms of innovation, service ecosystems must be 

conceptualized as open systems that are (1) capable of improving the state of another 

system through sharing or applying resources (i.e., the other system determines and 

agrees that the interaction has value), and (2) capable of improving its own state by 

acquiring external resources (P.P. Maglio, et al., 2009).As a matter of facts, it is 

claimed that a fuller exploration of the dynamic and complex nature of service 

ecosystems requires drawing on systems perspectives (H. Wieland, et al., 2012).They 

indicate SD logic and service science both point toward a need for a systemic 

understanding of value and value co-creation processes. In this paper, referring to the 

roles of innovation in particular, we first analyze and construct models of a service 

ecosystem in systems perspective, where Panarchy and Transition Management Theory 

in particular are focused. Panarchy is adopted because it is a framework for analyzing 

an ecosystem developed to account for the dual, and seemingly contradictory, 

characteristics of all complex systems, i.e., stability and change (L.H. Gunderson & 

C.S. Holling, 2001) ( C.R. Allen, 2013)( E. Fraser, 2014).It tries to explain about the 

complex interactions among different areas as well as different levels, bringing 

together ecological, economic and social models of change and stability. On the other 

hand, since Transition Management Theory has attracted attentions as a framework for 

arguing governance of social systems for sustainability (D. Loorbach, 2007) ( J. 

Rotmans & D. Loorbach, 2009), it is adequate for characterizing service ecosystems in 
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terms of social sustainability, In the sense that the former provides microscopic 

viewpoints, while the latter focuses on wider and macroscopic aspects of service 

ecosystems, they are complementary. 

Then, based on the analysis and the models, we propose a comprehensive model, called 

Hierarchical Model of Service Ecosystems Innovation, which describes dynamic 

behavior of service ecosystems especially with focus on the role of innovation. 
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4.2.1 Adaptive cycle and transition of ecosystem 
 

We will utilize the concept of “value co-creation cycle” in the following. As 

mentioned above, a service ecosystem often consists of several or many service 

systems connected by network to engage in value co-creation process as a whole. 

Networks are generally thought as a third governance structure next to markets and 

hierarchies.  

(S. Vargo, 2014) and (S. Vargo, H. Wieland & M.A. Akaka, 2015) identify three 

phases of value co-creation process of a service ecosystem, i.e., networking, resource 

integration and service exchange. Through the network the participating service 

systems integrate various resources such as market-facing resources, private resources 

and public resources to create service value. Then, by interactions they exchange 

service values with each other. Their role in the network changes from provider to 

customer time to time, while some service systems may play a role of coordinator of 

the network. By service exchange the network of service systems would be 

re-structured and re-formed, so that these three phases are modeled as a cycle (Figure 

27).   

 
Figure 27  Value Co-creation Cycle 
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Open Innovation (H. Chesbrough, 2010)( H. Chesbrough, 2013) is a concept that 

sheds light on the networking phase of the cycle in particular, becuse it is described as 

“combining internal and external ideas as well as internal and external paths to market 

to advance the development of new technologies” and it focuses on how, what and 

when knowledge and resources is required and used internally or externally for 

innovations. The cyclic model also shows the networking heavily depends on the other 

phases as well. 

Next, we consider adaptive transition of service ecosystems. If we see a service 

ecosystem as a complex system that follows adaptive cycle, it is certainly suitable to 

adopt Panarchy to investigate its characteristics. Indeed, Panarchy is an integrative 

reference framework of Systems Sciences to help us understand the source and role of 

adaptive change of ecosystem (L.H. Gunderson & C.S. Holling, 2001).  According to 

it, the adaptive cycle of ecosystem is a process that accounts for both stability and 

change. It periodically generates variability and novelty, either by internally 

accumulated resources through genetic mutations or adaptation, or by externally 

accumulating resources that would change the internal dynamics of an ecosystem. 

Panarchy suggests that such changes can be observed in economic, ecological, and 

social systems, and they are evolutionary and is concerned with rapid unfolding 

processes and slow changing ones; gradual change and episodic change. They take 

place and interact at various scales from local to global.   

Panarchy identifies four basic stages in the adaptive cycle of ecosystems: exploitation, 

conservation, release and reorganization (Figure 28).  It claims that all ecosystems, 

from the cellular to the global level, are observed to go through these four stages in a 

dynamic adaptive cycle (C.R. Allen, 2013).  
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Figure 28  Adaptive Cycle as Panarchy 

  

The exploitation stage is a rapid expansion stage, as when a population finds a 

fertile niche to grow. The conservation stage is a stage in which slow accumulation and 

storage of “energy”, i.e., “growth” and “saturation” is emphasized, as when a 

population reaches capacity and stabilizes for a time. The release stage occurs rapidly, 

as when a population declines due to a competitor and/or some changed conditions. 

The reorganization stage can also occur rapidly, as when certain members of the 

population are selected for their ability to survive in spite of the competitor or changed 

conditions that triggered the release. Then, a new cycle of the four stages would begin 

again. We can easily recognize that the four stages of the adaptive cycle are analogous 

to birth, growth and saturation, death and renewal of living systems. 

We now model an adaptive cycle of a service ecosystem as a revolution system, 

analogous to the Solar system, where value co-creation cycle moves in orbit with 

rotating around its axis simultaneously (see Figure 29).  
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Figure 29  Service Ecosystem as Revolution 

 

We can generally observe this revolution when new service/products are launched: 

Their value attracts the market (exploitation) to some extent and gets popular 

(conservation), though the popularity depends. Then, as time goes by, the 

attractiveness would fade out (release). Finally, the service/products are renewed as 

more suitable for the market (reorganization) to enter the next round. Since tendency 

of stability governed by adaption is relatively strong, improvement and/or incremental 

innovation is the main driving force for the rotation. 

A service system moves in orbit over and over in an adaptive way with value 

co-creation cycle rotating around its axis. We call the revolution adaptive transition. It 

is essentially scale transition (L.H. Gunderson & C.S. Holling, 2001) ( C.S. Holling, 

L.H. Gunderson & D. Ludwig, 2014).  

We next describe adaptive transitions of service ecosystems. The adaptive transition 
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view to eco-system is so natural and legitimate as to argue why and how the system is 

maintained. It illustrates what we call process change or process innovation.  

However, the adaptive cycle sometimes may break down and/or collapse into a 

qualitatively different state. It is a result of structural change along the orbit and call it 

phase transition. The phase transition is essentially type transition rather than scale 

transition. While moving in orbit, the rotation system creates some fluctuations in the 

relationship and then deviates and spins out from the orbit to another.  

Panarchy illustrates such deviation happens in such a way that the rotation system at 

the release stage of the adaptive cycle jumps to a new conservation stage or  the 

rotation system at the conservation stage jumps to a new re-organization stage (See 

Figure 30). In order for the service ecosystem to be sustainable it should possess the 

capacity to create, test and maintain capability for shifting to another service 

ecosystem.  

Concepts such as destructive innovation and drastic innovation can be described 

relevantly in terms of phase transition. Destructive innovation means a process by 

which a product or service takes root initially in simple applications at the bottom of a 

market and then moves up market, eventually displacing established competitors (C. 

Christensen, 2013)(F. Ricciardi, 2013). The essential idea behind it is a structural jump 

from a service ecosystem to another. Drastic innovation sets the fundamental pace of 

economic progress by redefining production possibilities as Schumpeter strongly 

emphasized (S. Panth, 2013) (M. Toivonen, 2013). 
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Figure 30 Phase Transition 
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4.2.2 Hierarchical model of service ecosystem innovation: 
HMSEI 
 

So far we have pointed out that for sustainable development of a service ecosystem 

both adaptive transitions and phase transitions are crucial. However, it is not enough; 

sustainable development of a service ecosystem requires changes in the socio-technical 

sense, i.e., societal change in beliefs, values and governance that co-evolve with 

technology changes (R. Kemp, D. Loorbach & J. Rotmans, 2009).  

In order to discuss a service ecosystem properly in the context of co-evolution of 

technologies with wider societal changes, we adopt Transition Management Theory (D. 

Loorbach, 2007) (J. Rotmans & D. Loorbach, 2009). It is in particular concerned with 

arguing governance of social systems for sustainability and defines transition as a 

combined process of adaptation of relatively stable system (adaptive transitions) and 

structural societal change from one relatively stable system to another (phase 

transitions) via a co-evolution of markets, networks, institutions, technologies, 

policies, individual behavior and autonomous trends (R. Djalante & S. Djalante, 2012).  

Behind the process of social change, multiple and interrelated innovations take place 

at a different speed and level (J. Rotmans & D. Loorbach, 2009). The lowest level is 

the micro-level of innovations, where so-called ‘niches’ novelties are created, tested 

and diffused. Such novelties can be new technologies, new rules and legislation, new 

organizations or even new projects, concepts or ideas. Terms like B2B, B2C and C2C 

services are relevant to the present level to describe actual value co-creation cycles. 

Indeed, our arguments so far mainly sheds light on the micro-level. The second and 

middle level is the meso level at which the so-called regime is located. The term 

‘regime’ refers to the dominant culture, life style, brand, market, and physical and 

immaterial infrastructures.  

Institutional innovation (J. Hagel, J. Brown and L. Davison, 2010) should be 

discussed at this level, since institutionalized structures give a societal system 

stability and guide decision-making and individual behavior of actors. At the same 

time, the regime has a certain level of rigidity that normally prevents innovations from 
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changing the structure fundamentally.  

The highest level is the macro-level of innovation or “landscape”, where the overall 

societal setting in which processes of change occur. The landscape consists of the 

social values, political cultures, and economic environment and trends. The landscape 

level directly influences the regime level as well as the niches by defining the room 

and direction for change. 

Each level has non-linear multi-stable properties and it can be stabilized or 

destabilized through critical connections between levels. Faster and smaller 

adaptive/phase transitions at the lower level generate and have an impact on slower 

and larger adaptive/phase transitions at the higher level, while, at the same time, 

slower and larger adaptive/phase transitions at the higher level regulate  faster and 

smaller adaptive/phase transitions at the lower level (F. Squazzoni, 2008). 

These ideas imply that social needs and demands at the meso-level trigger 

technological innovations and phase transitions at the niche level, while, at the same 

time, new technologies create and lead to new life style and social culture. Based on 

these considerations we now propose Hierarchical Model of Service Ecosystems 

Innovation (Refer to Figure 31). 
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Figure 31  Hierarchical Model of Service Ecosystems Innovation 

 

Based on important concepts and models in systems sciences such as Panarchy and 

Transition Management Theory, we derived a new model called Hierarchical Model of 

Service Ecosystems Innovation. 

Some unique insights we have obtained by the analysis include:  

(1) Value co-creation in a service ecosystem takes a form of cycle consisting of 

networking service systems, resource integration and service exchange among them. 

Value co-creation cycle rotates around its axis and at the same time moves in orbit. The 
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revolution is an adaptive cycle consisting of the four stages; exploitation, conservation, 

release and reorganization stages.  

(2) The adaptive cyclic view to service ecosystem is so natural and legitimate to argue 

why and how the system is maintained. However, the adaptive cycle sometimes may 

break down and/or collapse into a qualitatively different state. To explain about such 

structural change of a service ecosystem, we introduced concept of phase transition.  

(3) Based on Transition Management Theory, we identify three levels, i.e., micro, 

meso and macro level in society. Within each level a service ecosystem usually takes a 

dynamical and adaptive behavior and may sometimes take phase transition. Between 

the levels we may observe generation and regulation. Some main ideas developed in 

this paper are summarized as shown in the table (Table 6) 

. 

Table 6  Summary of HMSEI 
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4.3. Strategies and prescriptions for MTT as HMSEI 
 

4.3.1 Rotation as definition of servitizatiion 
 

	 In Section 4.1, we pointed out on the basis of design information transmission 

theory that the face-to-face selling value co-creation of MTT companies must be 

repeated. SD logic value co-creation means a state in which products, services, and 

knowledge and skills (operant resources) emerge through a process of networking and 

resource integration among stakeholders and are highly integrated through aggregation 

of their value. Repetition of this value co-creation is the same as the definition of 

HMSEI rotation mentioned in Section 4.2. Accordingly, we hereafter analyze 

face-to-face selling of MTT companies as rotation and indicate a strategy prescription 

using revolution. 

In Section 1.2.1, we defined servitization as “the provision of services through value 

co-creation”. The definition of servitization is also HMSEI rotation. 
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4.3.2 Rotation of MTT 
 

MTT company rotation is the cyclic repetition of face-to-face selling value 

co-creation. The service design information of MTT companies is production 

technology. MTT companies network, engage in resource integration, facilitate the 

emergence of production technology worth exchanging, and effect service exchange on 

platforms. For instance, if an invitation to a workshop is suitable, people will 

participate. Next, MTT companies engage in cyclic repetition of this value co-creation 

for the purpose of service exchange of even more advanced production technology. 

Concrete service exchange such as that mentioned above does not necessarily take 

place during face-to-face selling. In most cases, deviation from the customer’s prior 

expected value is fed back and measured deviation is put to use in the next 

transmission. Measurement of feedback of deviation from prior expected value is 

equivalent to transmission of service design information. This corresponds to SD logic 

FP1, “Service is the fundamental basis of exchange.” The best evaluation of all is 

contracting, when deviation is 0. When negative deviation has been fed back, MTT 

companies facilitate the emergence of more advanced production technology by taking 

back homework, and when this is insufficient, they bring potential providers onboard 

and form networks. This is the value orchestration platform dynamic quration strategy. 

Companies transmit production technology that has emerged from resource integration. 

This corresponds to SD logic FP7, “Enterprises can offer their applied resources for 

value creation and collaboratively (interactively) create value following acceptance of 

value propositions, but cannot create and/or deliver value independently.” 

As is the case with value orchestration, there are two categories of face-to-face 

selling: “elevation” and “development”. There exist one-to-one value elevation by 

customers and providers through diverse “ba” and value development in which 

multiple stakeholders participate. These are the same as the value orchestration 

categories co-elevation and co-development in Chapter 3. Through ba selection, scale 

increases from presentation through kaizen meeting, technical workshop, and Japan 

International Machine Tool Fair (JIMTOF; 865 exhibitors and 130,000 visitors), the 
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largest event. Here, we call one-to-one face-to-face selling “elevation face-to-face 

selling” and multi-actor face-to-face selling “development face-to-face selling”. In 

elevation face-to-face selling, the orchestrator strategy is adopted. Background 

networking and resource integration discontinuously enhance platform value. Since 

elevated value and provider are in one-to-one correspondence, the process is modular. 

The strategy adopted in development face-to-face selling is the relation-matrix strategy. 

By networking with multiple actors, MTT companies continuously coordinate resource 

integration and accomplish value development all at once. Since the relationship 

between value elevation and stakeholders is complicated, the process is integral. 
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4.3.3 Revolution of MTT: adaptive transition and phase 
transition 
 

We have defined new service from a value orchestration perspective and suggested 

cyclicity (3.2.1). There were four phases: co-experience, co-definition, co-elevation, 

and co-development (previous figure 11). If we consider platform value as a standard, 

since the only difference between co-elevation and co-development is the number of 

participating stakeholders, we combine them here as “co-elevation/co-development”, 

as they are expressed in Figure 32. In value orchestration, the final best strategy was 

the co-design strategy in the co-development phase. “There can be no work without 

drawings” is an expression used in the machine tools industry, and drawing alteration 

changes the sense of platform value. In Section 4.2.1, we pointed out that in HMSEI 

the rotation system creates phase transition from fluctuations in the relationship and 

that this is type transition (model change). Drawing alteration resulting from co-design 

sometimes causes type transition. If we consider this the final phase of value 

orchestration and call it the “co-design” phase, the adaptive transition process of MTT 

companies can be broken down into four phases: co-experience, co-definition, 

co-elevation/co-development, and co-design. Hereafter, we consider adaptive 

transition stages and phase transition in MTT company revolution on the basis of these 

four phases and devise strategies and prescriptions (Figure 32). In Section 4.2, the 

vertical axis represents the level of systemic change. This is market scale, on the basis 

of which we researched transition. In Section 4.3, however, we analyze extreme values 

and inflection points as production site platform value. 

Since the models differ, the four phases of value orchestration cannot simply 

become the four stages of revolution adaptive transition without modification. 

Differences occur. At face-to-face selling sites, ordinarily there is deviation from prior 

expected value in design information, and cyclic repetition must be continued to reach 

value orchestration, the objective from a value co-creation perspective. In 

co-definition, although platform value increases at the point where the direction for 

internal model identification is decided, once experimentation for the purpose of 
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internal model identification begins, platform value decreases in proportion to 

investment related to trial and error. Once identification has been completed, 

co-elevation/co-development begins and platform value increases. When the achieved 

production technology begins to become obsolete, ordinarily co-design begins, 

platform value decreases due to drawing release, and production technology 

reorganization becomes necessary. Because of the above, the starting point and ending 

point of the value orchestration value co-creation process are, as a rule, located in a 

neighborhood of the extreme values on the graph. 

Furthermore, it is rational to express adaptive transition categories in terms of 

symbolic service exchange that causes adaptive transition, and we consider it 

reasonable that adaptive transition categories become stages in which entities find 

themselves and strategy decision criteria. This way of thinking fits the actual 

circumstances of face-to-face selling sites. Although feedback in rotation is often 

deviation, service exchanges other than deviation are symbolic services. As examined 

in Chapter 3, these are participation in various events in co-experience, 

estimate/experiment in co-definition, contracting in co-elevation/co-development, and 

drawing release in co-design. Since after rotation has been repeated several times 

symbolic service exchanges occur and symbolic service exchange itself repeats, 

ordinarily the process does not cause sudden adaptive transitions. 

For the four phases of revolution—co-experience, co-definition, 

co-advancement/co-development, and co-design—we respectively describe below 

participation, estimate/experiment, contracting, and drawing release, which constitute 

symbolic service exchanges that cause stage transition. Hereafter, we call symbolic 

service exchanges “signals”. Adaptive transitions occur because of these signals. 

Signals are, as a rule, located near inflexion points. 

A customer that has obtained a new model drawing via drawing release is searching 

for a production technology and is at the release stage of the Panarchy cycle, 

corresponding to the Chaotic stage in the Cynefin framework. This is the 

co-experience phase, and rotation (value co-creation) invitation is repeated. When 

invitation begins to change into a participation signal, the platform undergoes an 
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adaptive transition to the Panarchy reorganization stage, corresponding to the Complex 

stage in the Cynefin framework. This means that a proposed production technology has 

been evaluated as equivalent to participation at a cost. This continues until an 

estimate/experiment signal is observed. We have pointed out that the onboard strategy 

of MTT companies is inducement to the SIPS cycle and that it begins with 

participation. Companies consider deviation in the form of non-participation feedback, 

usefully apply it in the next invitation, and increase participation accuracy. In 

Internet-related and similar businesses, we think that it is effective to gather and 

analyze information such as “Like”, a signal of sympathy, the starting point of the 

SIPS cycle. 

The internal model definition signal in the co-definition phase is 

estimate/experiment. This is feedback relating to specification determination and 

experimental verification, such as requests for specification estimates or test cuts. This 

is a state in which the need for internal model identification and verification through 

participation begins to appear. This is an adaptive transition to the panarchy 

exploitation stage, corresponding to Complicated in the Cynefin framework. Although 

platform value momentarily decreases since estimate/experiment costs money and 

someone pays the cost, the system advances. This continues until a contracting signal 

is observed. 

The signal in the co-elevation/co-development phase is contracting. After 

contracting, the process develops on to delivery, effect measurement, and delivery 

inspection. The emergence of production technology that realizes a correct internal 

model defined through payment of cost is facilitated by the platform, and contracting 

and delivery rotation is repeated. This is an adaptive transition to the Panarchy 

conservation stage, corresponding to Obvious in the Cynefin framework. When proper 

facilities investment continues, platform value increases. This continues until 

drawing release. 

In the co-design phase, drawing release is the signal. In design information 

transmission theory, “Value resides in creation and transmission of designs” (H. sasaki 

2008). Drawing release does not constitute transmission. Since drawings are a standard 
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of value, the sense of platform value changes. If a drawing release is at the design 

change level, it is the Chaotic (release) stage, and concrete measures can still be taken. 

However, if there is a new model drawing release, a phase transition occurs. In the 

Cynefin framework, the situation becomes a warned-of Catastrophe, and strategy 

formulation is difficult. 

Based on the above, the signals of the four phases of revolution (adaptive transition) 

become drawing release → release → participation → reorganization → 

estimate/experiment → exploitation → contracting → conservation → drawing release, 

and this cycle is repeated. If a drawing release is at the design change level, the 

process enters a second cycle of revolution. However, in the case of a new model 

drawing release, a phase transition occurs. 

 

 

Figure 32 Signals of Adaptive transition 
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Figure 33  Cynefin prescriptions as Panachy 

 

Let us discuss transmission of service design information at the release (Chaotic) 

stage after drawing release (Figure 32, 33). In the Chaotic stage, there is turmoil, 

causal relationships are not clearly understood, and groping for solutions is 

meaningless. Since feedback measurement is inaccurate if the transmitted design 

information is also vague, in the co-experience phase following new model drawing 

release, an MTT company repeatedly engages in face-to-face selling with customers on 

the assumption that, to some degree, understanding is impossible. Rather than consider 

effectiveness in event invitation, it invites a variety of stakeholders to a variety of 

events. Taking a command-and-control approach, it continues mutual sense-respond 

from the Cynefin Framework graph by means of cyclic repletion of invitation value 

co-creation. By communicating directly, it attempts to avoid loss of opportunity to 

acquire new production technology effective in new model drawings. 
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In the reorganization (Complex) stage after participation, transmission of service 

design information is defined as progress with internal model identification and 

visualization. An MTT company transmits an internal model fishbone in which 

stakeholders have mutually added expected values and capabilities and repeats 

deviation feedback measurement. Cyclic repetition of internal model identification 

increases internal model accuracy and degree of visualization and clearly hones in on 

single goal to which diverse stakeholders aspire. Identification proceeds while 

fluctuating due to the impact of the environment and stakeholders. Furthermore, since 

this is a stage at which the company is unable to charge customers, inexperienced sales 

representatives tend not to want to be actively involved. However, this is due to 

mistaken preconceptions. Capable sales representatives tenaciously bring about cyclic 

repetition of internal model and service design information matching. The company 

devises a prescription at the Complex stage by bringing onboard stakeholders who can 

potentially support the production technology acquired in the co-experience phase, 

regardless of whether they are customers or providers. It facilitates emergence of 

production technology through experiment proposals and simulations at limited cost. 

There is no appropriate solution, and the company patiently waits until a pattern 

emerges. Here, there is no order, and problems and solutions evolve. There are no 

correct answers. The company conducts experiments. Activities are lightly constrained. 

The order of response is probe → sense. Skill acquisition takes years. Practices 

emerge. 

The exploitation stage following estimate/experiment (corresponding to 

Complicated in the Cynefin framework), continues until a contracting signal is 

observed. On the basis of an internal model that has been almost identified, the 

company transmits production technology service design information having potential 

to enhance productivity. This is a phase from co-definition into 

co-advancement/co-development and the company is not yet able to definitely promise 

productivity improvement. Platform value decreases slightly due to the cost of trial 

and error. The objective-function identification strategy and relation-matrix strategy in 

Chapter 3 are employed to aim for maximum effectiveness at minimum cost. Since 
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internal model degree of sharing is high, transmission of service design information 

that significantly diverges from the customer’s prior expected value is unacceptable. 

There is no possibility of recovery from submission of high price estimates or late time 

studies. 

Unlike in the previous two stages, there is order in the complicated stage. Analysis 

by experts is given the highest priority. It is necessary to arrange ba for collaborating 

with engineers from machine tool and peripheral equipment manufacturers. The 

process enters the co-elevation/co-development phase, and it is desirable to establish 

methodologies for the use of questionnaires or portable information devices that 

visualize the customer’s deviation feedback so that superiors can judge it to be at the 

step before contracting. In the Complicated stage, although searching for causal 

relationships can result in discovery, they are unclear and there are multiple 

appropriate production technology solutions. Since there is recognition among the 

stakeholders that they are in a state of mutual incomprehension, fact-based 

management becomes necessary, and experiments and simulations are useful. The 

company engages in studies and analysis. There are governing constraints. The order 

of response is recognition → analysis. Skill acquisition takes months. 

As in the Complicated stage, order exists in the conservation stage (corresponding to 

Obvious in the Cynefin framework) following contracting. This is a phase from 

co-advancement/co-development to co-design. Transmission of value co-created 

production technology is cyclically repeated and shared, there is some degree of 

mutual understanding, and nearly the same pattern is repeated. At the Obvious stage, 

causal relationships begin to become obvious, and a state of recognition of mutual 

understanding is reached. Optimal solutions exist, and the company can rely on best 

practice theory. Matters can be delegated to subordinates. So long as concrete, direct 

communication is maintained, two-way communication with a wide range of 

stakeholders becomes unnecessary. Problems and solutions are well known. 

Bureaucratic practices are acceptable. Written instructions are relied on. Activities are 

constrained. The order of response is recognition → analysis. Skill acquisition takes a 

matter of hours. Best practices exist. 
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Next, we discuss a prescription concerning the drawing release signal. The release 

(Chaotic) stage continues until a participation signal emerges. In the conservation 

(Obvious) stage, since as noted above it is acceptable to maintain simple 

communication in accordance with best practices theory, a monotonous response is 

acceptable. However, the company must not neglect information gathering in 

preparation for the next new model. If there are minor changes from previous drawings, 

an adaptive transition to the Chaotic stage occurs. Customers who have obtained new 

drawings act and sense from the Cyenfin Framework graph in search of completely new 

production technology. In addition, since the elements of production technology are 

disconnected, control is not possible. Since there is turmoil and causal relationships 

are unclear, searching for appropriate solutions is meaningless. The platform repeats 

invitation based on a pattern. At all events, the company acts and seeks to restore order 

through command and control. This situation continues until participation begins. 

New model drawing release causes a phase transition. Sudden full model change 

information nullifies customers’ existing facilities and existing technologies and the 

company falls into Catastrophe. Expensive facilities investment becomes necessary, 

and if the company cannot cope, customers take their business to competitors. MTT 

companies, regardless of company size, strive for networking that transcends 

boundaries between companies and departments without focusing solely on production 

sites, the ba of their main business. Implementation of Toyota’s “frontloading” (Figure	

34), known as a co-design strategy, is effective. 
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Figure 34  TOYOTA front-loading 

 

This concludes the discussion of MTT companies’ four adaptive transitions at 

production sites and concrete prescriptions. 

The concept “design” includes “product” and “production technology” (T. Fujimoto 

2004a). At the macro-level of product, there is the product concept, at the meso-level, 

there are the product design and module design, and at the micro-level, there are the 

machined parts design. To illustrate this using the automotive industry, an example of a 

product concept is the Prius concept as a C-segment hybrid vehicle concept. Below the 

product concept are the Prius product design drawings (assembly drawings). Below 

those are module design drawings for the engine, hybrid system, and other modules, 

below which are constituent parts drawings. Machine tools have to do with parts 

drawings. At the macro-level of production technology there is the global supply chain, 

at the meso-level, there are production plants and supply chains in various countries, 

and at the micro-level, there are production plants and their production sites in various 

regions, where machine tools are used. Furthermore, there are two types of drawing 

release: a new model drawing release, signifying a full model change, and a design 

change, signifying a minor change. Based on the foregoing, drawing release can be 

divided into twelve categories: new model drawing release and design change based on 

the two concepts product and production technology, each having micro-, meso-, and 
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macro-levels. Although even these are broad categories, they generate and regulate in 

mutual interrelationship. 

To MTT companies, “generation” refers to cases of small improvements at the parts 

level at production sites where they are involved affecting products as a whole. Let us 

take automotive industry engine machining as an example. A certain micro-level 

production site realizes precision improvement in conventional in-line four-cylinder 

engine machining and increases the degree of automation. Engine module design at the 

regime level corresponding to that production technology also changes, and a 

fuel-efficient new four-cylinder engine with lower friction loss is developed thanks to 

the higher level of precision. This is generation. In addition, if the automaker has 

developed a deluxe multi-cylinder V6 cylinder engine at the regime level, it will seek 

similar high-precision machining and request the same micro-level production site that 

was performing the conventional four-cylinder high-precision machining to perform 

machining for the V6 engine. This is regulation. It is connected in the mutual 

relationship between micro-level production technology and regime-level design and 

assembly. The transition of this in-line four-cylinder engine production site to V6 

engine production is a phase transition. 

In addition, the current worldwide heightening of environmental awareness and 

desire for fuel efficiency is prompting development of models in five vehicle 

segments: fuel-efficient vehicles, hybrid vehicles, downsized turbocharged vehicles, 

clean diesel vehicles, and electric vehicles. This is regulating regime-level module 

design and module production. At the micro-level, not only regulation at the 

production site machining level but also cross-industry technology evolution and 

social capital coevolution are required: for instance, high-precision machining for 

fuel-efficient vehicles; high-precision machining, battery and electrical systems 

control, and reduction in the number of engine cylinders for hybrid vehicles; reduction 

in the number of engine cylinders and the use of superchargers for downsized 

turbocharged vehicles; difficult machining and assembly complication for clean diesel 

vehicles; and elimination of machining and social infrastructure development for 

electric vehicles. 
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We have discussed service ecosystem model rotation, revolution, generation, and 

regulation with respect to value orchestration of MTT companies and have considered 

a cyclic repetition strategy and indicated stage response prescriptions from a design 

information transmission theory perspective. We have visualized a value co-creation 

model for typical service industries and while introducing a dynamic model have 

indicated a cyclic transmission strategy and prescriptions for revolution stage analysis. 

We have confirmed that prescription implementation using a complex systems model is 

effective in the business of trading companies. 
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Chapter 5. Discussion: Management and systems 
science 

 

5.1 Translational systems science 
 

Business managers strive day and night to practice good management. This is true of 

global corporations and small businesses alike. Managers are keenly attuned to success 

stories and also eager to apply them to their own companies. However, because of time 

constraints, managers expect application of theories at workplaces “as is” with no 

modification and not infrequently cause confusion in workplace decision-making. A 

unified scientific framework for management theory is necessary. “Translational 

systems science”, a new trend in systems science, may be considered effective. 

“Translational research” primarily translates promising basic research in the medical 

field to diagnosis and treatment on the front lines of medicine through clinical research 

(bedside to bench). It simultaneously seeks to increase the efficiency of all production 

technology, including pharmaceuticals and medical equipment development. It 

analyzes a priori objective theoretical social approval and ex post facto efficacy, safety, 

and economy. Owing to human heterogeneity and polymorphism, translation not only 

in the basic to clinical direction but also in the reverse clinical to basic direction 

becomes necessary. Thus, translation is a bidirectional process. A promotion program 

of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology is a permanent 

program conducted since 2004. Its current embodiment, the Translational Research 

Network Program, is emphasizing networking and aspires to develop personnel to 

achieve shortening of development lead times. 

Translational systems science engages in broader translation based on 

three-dimensional systems thinking (Figure 35)(K. Kijima 2014). The three axes are 

episteme (Z-axis), techne (Y-axis), and phronesis (X-axis). Each axis requires deep 

understanding through systems thinking originating in the Nicomachean Ethics (Table 

7). One conceivable concrete example of this might involve translation of systems 

concepts (Z), systems methodologies (Y), and systems practice (X). Systems concepts 
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may be replaced with systems models or systems theories. The approach is 

characterized by a three-dimensional bird’s-eye view of the bidirectional translation of 

each axis. 

 

 

Figure 35 The three-dimensional approach of the translational systems science 

(Kijima 2014) 
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Table 7  Episteme, techne, and phronesis 
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5.2 Management theories in translational systems science 
perspective 
 

Here, we show that the framework of translational systems science provides a 

unified understanding of management theories. We attempt to provide a unified 

overview that extends to management philosophy, engineering personnel development, 

production site productivity improvement, and organizational capability in 

manufacturing. Incidentally, phronesis (X-axis) has spread to multiple managers 

through the activities of the Mitsubishi Research Institute, Fujitsu Research Institute, 

Honda Foundation, and other organizations. 

Firstly, we take up the “Inamori’s Kyocera management philosophy” as a 

management philosophy. Kyocera founder Kazuo Inamori is currently considered 

Japan’s most influential business manager. Inamori also founded KDDI (au) and has 

succeeded in the rehabilitation of Japan Airlines (JAL). Aside from his corporate 

management work, as head of Seiwajyuku, he mentors more than 10,000 managers 

worldwide. Here we focus on his “formula of life (work)”, expressed as follows: 

 

Result of Life or Work = Ability × Effort × Attitude (Kyocera corp. website 2015) 

 

The Result is the product of three capabilities. These are Ability, construed as mental, 

Effort, construed as as physical, and Attitude construed as spiritual (K. Inamori 2004). 

Ability corresponds to the Z-axis, Effort to the Y-axis, and Attitude to the X-axis. Here, 

we define the value function V(x, y, z) as zyx (the Cobb–Douglas production function). 

Since value V is expressed using a cuboid, we call it the Translational Cuboid (Table 

8). 
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Table 8  Translational cuboid 

 

 

Since the values of Ability (z) and Effort (y) range from 0 to 100 and the value of 

Attitude (x) ranges from −100 to 100 (K. Inamori 2014), the cuboid is as shown below 

(Figure 36) 

 

Figure 36  Inamori’s Kyocera management philosophy 

	 Even if Ability is slightly inferior, provided exceptional Effort is made, the result 

V (the result of life or work) has a high value. No matter how high Ability and Effort 
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may be, if Attitude is wrong, the result is negative. The direction of life is on a straight 

line from positive to negative, and positive/negative in Attitude influences the 

direction (K. Inamori 2014). In light of this, hereafter we set the range of variables as 

follows: z, y, x are real numbers, y ≥ 0, and z ≥ 0. Long before the birth of translational 

systems science, Inamori foresaw the difficulty of phronesis and defined x as 

positive/negative. 

Secondly, we consider ability, focusing on human resource development. Seven 

abilities required of engineers have been suggested in the field of mechanical 

engineering. The problem-solving ability required of engineers is defined as a 

percentage of correct answers. Problem-solving ability is expressed as the product of 

six abilities: Imagination, Perspective, Theory, Experience, Execution, and Judgement. 

This product is similar to that referred to above. It is called the Yamane seven-force 

mantle model and is expressed using a model of the Earth’s interior structure (Y. 

Yamane 2015) (Figure 37)(Table 9). 
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Figure 37  Yamane seven forces mantle model 
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Table 9  Yamane seven forces mantle model 

 

Since Imagination and Perspective, subsisting in the Earth’s core, are scientific 

epistemological explicit knowledge, they are episteme (Z). Imagination is the ability to 

construct images based on theory, stories, or concepts. Perspective is the ability to 

elucidate the true nature of phenomena and analyze causal relationships. Both are 

effective in inverse analysis of phenomena. Since Theory and Experience, which 

appear on the surface as the Earth’s crust, are material tacit knowledge that creates 

things, they are techne (Y). Mantle convection transmits energy from the core to the 

crust and realizes tangible things. As the Earth’s mantle, Execution is the ability to 

implement answers, and Judgement is the ability to find answers and a sense of 

responsibility for the answers. These two abilities, which require courage and suitable 

training to acquire, are phronesis (X). Imagination × Perspective = z, Theory × 

Experience = y, and Execution × Judgement = x (Figure 38). 

V (x, y, z) = zyx 
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= (Imagination × Perspective) × (Theory × Experience) × (Execution × Judgement) 

As is the case with the Kyocera management philosophy, problem-solving ability is 

expressed as the product of three factors. 

 

Figure 38  Yamane seven forces 

	 Let us discuss the three translations among the axes. Firstly, we apply the SECI 

model (I. Nonaka2014) to translation between episteme (Z) and techne (Y) (Figure 39). 

Individuals externalize tacit knowledge subsisting in a company as explicit knowledge. 

This knowledge is combined and systematized, and individuals internalize it. The 

knowledge is socialized and shared within the company as tacit knowledge. This 

process is cyclically repeated, and knowledge is made to rise in an upward spiral. In 

the positive YZ quadrant, x1 × z1 < x2 × z2 (Figure 40). 
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Figure 39  SECI model (I. Nonaka 2014) 

 

Figure 40  Translation between episteme and techne 
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We consider a similar method for translation between episteme (Z) and phronesis (X). 

Since phronesis (X) takes both positive and negative values, it is not necessarily valid. 

A precondition in the SECI model is that all stakeholders aspire to the common good. 

Phronesis can be considered to always have a positive value. In translation in which 

common good is not mentioned, SECI between the X- and Z-axes is invalid. 

The SECI model is unsuitable for translation between techne (Y) and phronesis (X), 

since both are tacit knowledge. Let us focus attention on the fact that at the center of 

the most recent version of latest SECI model, a cycle of six abilities of phronesis has 

been proposed (Figure 39). Three types of translation to phronesis are conceivable: (1) 

techne → phronesis, (2) techne → episteme → phronesis, and (3) independent 

expansion of phronesis. One of these types can be supposed to subsist. We approach 

the phronesis six-abilities cycle from the perspective of the Yamane seven forces and 

visualization of the value orchestration platform (Table 10). 
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Table 10 Phronesis six abilities 

 
 “1. Ability to make judgement on goodness for setting a goal” is the setting of a 

good goal and its pursuit. The courage and sense of responsibility to implement 

answers in Yamane seven forces underpin this. In value orchestration, this corresponds 

to a corporate social responsibility (CSR) strategy. In the Inamori’s Kyocera 

management philosophy “Is my motive virtuous or selfish?” is said to have been 

Inamori’s frame of mind at the time of the founding of DDI (the former KDDI). “2. 

Ability to see the reality as it is” corresponds to the reverse engineering force in the 

Yamane model and the internal model fishbone strategy in value co-creation. Ba in “3. 

Ability to create ba” can be thought of as a platform. “4. Ability to articulate the 

essence and to start a novel story” is perspective in the Yamane model. Mediation in 

the value orchestration platform model orchestrator strategy corresponds to this. 

Execution in the Yamane model corresponds to “5. Ability to exercise political power 

to achieve the story” and “6. Ability to foster phronesis in others organizationally.” In 

value orchestration, involvement strategy and empowerment strategy must 
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comprehensively correspond. Political power can be addressed using service 

ecosystem stage analysis and the Cynefin framework. However, organization poses 

difficulties. The above approach shows that three abilities, half of the abilities in the 

cycle of phronesis six abilities, are episteme and techne. It is possible to apply a 

visualization strategy to episteme. Ba is the platform itself. The orchestrator strategy 

corresponds to making a story. Highly experienced sales representatives coach young 

sales representatives to “become a professional storyteller”. An advanced human 

resource development program by which sales representatives are not alienated by 

being treated as no more than intermediate exploiters of both customers and providers 

but are rather given a responsible role as living witnesses of business dealings is 

required. The remaining three phronesis abilities are common good, political power, 

and organizational theory. CSR corresponds to common good. The doubt that top 

executives are involved in Toshiba’s inappropriate accounting problem in the fiscal 

year ended March 2014 has been reported in the media. The existence of corporate 

psychopaths was foreseen, and the danger of a single individual suddenly leading a 

company that had operated stably for many years to its destruction was pointed out in 

2011. Psychopaths more often exist in upper levels of companies than in lower levels 

(Clive R. Boddy, 2011). Development of organizational theory requires consideration 

of the decision-making process of organizations that overcome the bounded rationality 

of actors (H. A. Simon 1993). 

Thirdly, we consider production technology competitiveness V in production sites 

(Table 11). Production technology is divided into technology, which is explicit 

knowledge, and skills, which are tacit knowledge (Kazuo Mori 2005). Episteme (Z) is 

combinational modular technology, and techne (Y) is the production technology 

competitiveness of production sites, which is an integral skill. The modular 

customization strategy in Chapter 3 is ZY translation itself. The design information 

transmission ability of production sites consists of accuracy and density improvement 

capability and design involvement force. Kaizen is the former, and co-design strategy 

and “frontloading” are the latter. Phronesis (X) is said to be tacit knowledge that 

resides in virtuous artisans (I. Nonaka 2008). It subsists in workplace technicians. 
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Phronesis is tacit knowledge expressed as common good, philosophy, spirit, attitude, 

government, organization, and story. Phronesis determines whether production 

technology competitiveness V is positive or negative. Production site phronesis can be 

considered a production philosophy that supports kaizen and “frontloading” (Figure 

41). 

 

Table 11 Production technology, integral skills and philosophy 
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Figure 41 Three dimensional production technology  

 

Fourthly, we focus on organizational capability in manufacturing (figure 41). In 

design information transmission theory, “The essence of manufacturing is creation and 

transmission of design information.” Organizational capability in manufacturing is 

defined as “a company’s unique ability to skillfully create product design information 

that attracts and satisfies customers and to skillfully transmit it to a medium” (T. 

Fujimoto 2003). Creation of design information is design itself, which renders 

production technology, a form of transmission technology, into explicit knowledge. 

Episteme (Z) (explicit knowledge) is both design force and production technology 

design force. We call the remaining integral transmission ability, which cannot be 

visualized, production skills force. It is a source of Japan’s competitiveness. Since 

design philosophy is an organizational capability, we take it as phronesis. Judgement 
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based on correct design philosophy X, which depends on context, leaves a good 

production site Y, and releases good drawings Z. 

 

Figure 42  Organizational capability of manufacturing 

 

Fifthly and lastly, we discuss MTT company co-created value as a value 

orchestration platform. Adopting a similar approach to the one used for organizational 

capability in manufacturing, we consider episteme (Z) to be service design force, 

techne (Y) to be service transmission force, and phronesis (X) to be service design 

philosophy (Figure 43). This is because according to “open manufacturing”, the 

difference is only a difference in medium. Episteme is design force for trading 

companies as well. Even now, there has not been recognition that service design is 

necessary for trading companies. However, the strategies and prescriptions devised 

using the value orchestration platform and Hierarchical Model of Service Ecosystems 

Innovation (HMSEI) that we have discussed heretofore are nothing other than service 

design. 
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The new concept of service design information transmission to intangible ephemeral 

media and deviation feedback measurement is important. Here, we mention True 

Service, Panasonic’s service philosophy. “Service is an integral part of any business. A 

business that does not provide service is no business at all. Service, therefore, is the 

duty and obligation of any business person. But there's nothing more aggravating than 

service provided only out of a sense of duty. Customers can sense it. Service means 

satisfying customers, and when we satisfy our customers, we in turn find satisfaction 

in a job well done. Satisfied customers and satisfied employees: This is what 

constitutes true service.”  (K. Matsushita 1967) From this we can confirm that the 

proposition “Service is the basis of all exchange” was already being asserted and the 

notion of instantaneous positive feedback existed fifty years ago. Konosuke Matsushita 

described the ultimate form of service exchange. 

 

Figure 43 Co-created value of MTT as value orchestration platform 
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We have considered five three-dimensional approaches based on translational 

system science. They provide a consistent overview of management philosophy, human 

resource development, production site competitiveness, Japan’s organizational 

capability in manufacturing, and face-to-face selling of MTT companies, which are 

typical service industries. Value resides in design information. Translation between 

techne (Y) and episteme (Z) is cyclically repeated, and episteme (Z) is elevated to 

design information and visualized. Cyclic repetition of translation between techne and 

episteme clarifies phronesis (X) and facilitates consideration of its direction. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusion and further research  
 

6.1 Summary 
 

After “Introduction” and “Literature Survey”, Chapter 3 “Productization of Machine 

Tool Trading (MTT) Companies” considered servitization by means of a service 

industry productization strategy. Production technology was treated from the 

perspective of the design information transmission theory “architecture of design 

information”. By using the value orchestration platform model as a reference 

framework, we derived strategies and prescriptions through an approach involving 

four-phase value co-creation and three strategies. Seven quality control (QC) tools 

were also invoked as a means of transmitting production technology to machine tools 

with attached peripheral equipment. 

Each of these strategies is servitization strategy that places emphasis on networking 

and resource integration. Trading companies mediate the trading of goods. The 

strategy was characterized by mediation, the orchestrator strategy in the co-elevation 

phase limited to two stakeholders. Even if a trading company is connected to 

stakeholders in the background that differ each time, trading is continuous, as if the 

customer has a single provider. This is a modular strategy.  

The platform’s historical memory is important. The same is true in cases where a 

trading company acts as a customer, not a provider. In co-development, we indicated 

the relation-matrix strategy, which attempts to continuously coordinate multiple 

stakeholders and elevate value all at once. Pinpointing supports the platform’s 

integration capability. This is an integral strategy.  

The value orchestration strategy was devised as a servitization- productization 

roadmap. It is a rational, static, linear guideline. It has been pointed out that 

“Manufacturing is an activity that creates an accurate, smooth flow of design 

information toward the customer” (Fujimoto 2007). Smoothly engaging in transmission 

of production technology based on a roadmap is ideal. 

Chapter 4 “Servitization of Machine Tool Trading (MTT) Companies” considered 
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servitization by means of a service industry servitization strategy. Based on the design 

information transmission theory “open manufacturing” and Hierarchical Model of 

Service Ecosystems Innovation (HMSEI) was developed, and then adaptive transition 

and phase transition were discussed.  

That is a servitization strategy that emphasizes the service exchange process. It is 

the transmission to an unstable medium that does not go through a tangible artifact. We 

adopt a strategy of cyclical repetition with the objective of countering instantaneous 

decaying and perishing of design information and engaging in QC through feedback 

measurement of deviation from prior expected value. This is rotation. The model 

determines adaptive transition by discriminating service exchanges that become the 

signals that we considered in value co-creation.  

We devised prescriptions by applying the Cynefin framework according to adaptive 

transition. Then phase transition is type transition. In the co-design strategy, we use 

Ito’s co-design or Toyota’s “frontloading”. A framework of regulation and generation 

between the micro-, meso-, and macro-levels in society suggests the importance of 

gathering information not only concerning production technology but also concerning 

global society and culture and social settings. 

Since MTT companies fulfill the four roles of service industry, manufacturing 

industry, customer, and platform, they were effective as a subject of unified 

servitization research. Both productization and servitization are integrated in the 

rotation model, which is a definition of servitization. 

Chapter 5 “Discussion” attempted an approach to management in general based on 

service science. The three-dimensional approach of the translational systems science 

was shown to be effective. In addition, it provides a unified framework extending from 

management to MTT company value orchestration. In any field, elevating episteme to 

design information is important. Through an upward spiral from visualization of 

techne, we three-dimensionally classified each type of knowledge. Finally, we 

examined phronesis, the remaining knowledge type, and determined whether it really 

is mired in philosophical–ethical difficulty. 

We have applied value orchestration strategies and prescriptions and HMSEI stage 
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response to practical business, and have confirmed their effectiveness. A scientific 

framework has led to an increase in the rate of negotiation and contracting, and our 

trading company have been able to increase its order volume. Finally, it is shown in the 

table on the direction and progress of the generalization of servitization in this thesis 

(Table 12). 

Table 12 Direction of servitization 

 
 

	 Rightmost column of the table is a traditional strategy of Japanese manufacturing 

(monozukuri) corresponding to TOYOTA lean production system to raise the accuracy 

and density of the transmission to the tangible durable medium in factories. Then in 

one of the left column, it has been studied conventionally as the sevitization in a 

narrow sense to convert the media from tangible- durable to intangible-ephemeral 

where “value in use” is emphasized. Power By the Hour is the typical example. From 

the right column of the manufacturing industry traditional servitisation has been 
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approached to left. On the other hand the leftmost column is the traditional service 

industry corresponding to face-to-face selling business as trading companies where 

medium is the intangible ephemeral as customers. In this thesis servitizasion 

approaches to right. In chapter 3 we convert the media to tangible-durable machine 

tool with peripheral equipment and discussed productization as a strategy of 

servitization from trading company from opposite direction to servitization from in a 

narrow sense where design information is production technology. We introduce value 

orchestration platform model and describe prescriptions to emergence of it. Then we 

convert the media to intangible-ephemeral as customer and develop HMESI to oppose 

to the perishability of design information. We discuss the sevitization in a broad sense 

to describe cyclic repetition of design information transmission and prescriptions of 

adaptive transition. Because servitization is the provision of services through value 

co-creation, both of them are integrated into the “rotation” of HMSEI. 
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6.2 Conclusion 
 

In this thesis there is geopolitics of manufacturing in design information 

transmission theory where Japan has excelled in the production of integral products. 

We showed the modular customizing strategy that is conversion from integral skills of 

baby boomers artisan to modular production technology to produce integral products as 

a Japanese manufacturing (monozukuri) revival strategy. 

We have achieved the two purposes of this thesis in the following way. For 

analyzing and describing machine tool trading (MTT) companies from service systems 

science perspective, we introduced the value orchestration platform model and 

developed Hierarchical Model of Service Ecosystems Innovation (HMSEI) model as 

frameworks. The former is static and the latter is dynamic.  Then, we proposed some 

unified servitization and productization strategies for MTT companies to become one 

of the crucial players contributing to Japanese manufacturing revival. Value 

orchestration platform model described productization strategies, while HMSEI 

proposed servitization strategies. Furthermore, based on the author's business 

experiences, the validity of two models is confirmed. We now claim theories of service 

systems science are effective in practice. 

We develop “PDCA-PDP Chart” (Table13) and “Weekly PDCA Chart” (table14) for 

validation of our model and prescriptions. PDCA-PDP Chart is PDPC (Process 

Decision Program Chart) turning PDCA cycle based on QC perspective. In one of the 

business it links all progress of strategies together. The other hand Weekly PDCA 

Chart turns the cycle of PDCA in individual strategy. We have to file these charts with 

serial number one by one for share and accumulation of our knowledge. 

Vertical axis of PDCA-PDP Chart shows all fourteen species of prescriptions. 

Horizontal axis as PDCA contains that Prior state (conditions before implementation of 

prescriptions) Plan (Program prepared by Sales Representative (SR)) →  Do 

(Execution contents by SR) →  Check (Evaluation: Comments by SR, Customer (CT) 

or Manager) →  Action (Improvement; Kaizen: Proposal for improvement by SR, CT 

or Manager) →Actual Improvement of this model or prescriptions. 
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We use Weekly PDCA Chart with business diary turning the cycle twice on the A4 

format. 

These charts are examples of a metal mold manufacturer inquiring multi-piece 

production by new U-axis composite processing machine. In this case two facts have 

been revealed. One is that the fish-bone has to be shown partially because the whole of 

fish-bone is too complicated for ordinary customers. Another is that signals list for 

stage transition will be updated each stratified customer. Since the customer of a long 

trading period seems to neglect “participation” due to its cost, we have to pay attention 

to “Estimate/ verification.” Just because there was no signal of participation, not the 

stage of complex as emergence of technology is over. Loyal customers that trust us 

expects our potential for production technology as usual. 

In this way we improve our model and adjust each prescription turning PDCA cycle 

with both Charts for its validation. 
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Table 13 PDCA-PDP Chart 
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Table 14 Weekly PDCA Chart 
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At the outset, we defined servitization as “the provision of services through value 

co-creation”. This is equivalent to the definition of rotation in HMSEI. We visualized 

this by developing some systemic models. The productization strategiers in service 

industries are for the transmission of services design information to tangible-durable 

medium in "design information transmission theory," while its servitization strategies 

are for the transmission to intangible-ephemeral medium. 

Then, we considered the strategies for four roles of MTT companies; (1) 

productization strategies as manufacturing providers, (2) sevitization strategies as 

service industry providers, (3) orchestrator strategy as a continual customer, (4) 

strategies of adaptive transition or phase transition for a platform. These strategies 

invoked the potential of both productization and sevitization of MTT companies. 

Some of main contributions of the thesis are as follows; First we analyze and 

examine MTT companies based on systemic models in service systems science 

perspective to find what is required of MTT companies in the future is servitization in 

a broad sense aimed at promoting increased emphasis on providing services and 

adding value through services in service industries. In addition, we derive strategies 

and prescriptions for both strategies—productization and servitization in a broad 

sense. 
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6.3 Further research 
 

	 Although we made the start of transition by means of the four value orchestration 

signals, the criterion for judging service ecosystem adaptive transition, we consider 

further generalization of the method of observing stage change to be necessary. It is 

necessary to further progress generalization as far as possible and clearly specify a 

feedback measurement method. Although Cynefin framework prescriptions are highly 

effective when stage matches prescription, they are meaningless when a stage is 

incorrectly judged. 

We reported an increase in order amount resulting from a service science approach at 

trading companies, but a profit increase has not been achieved. Companies have fallen 

into the servitization paradox. The reason is that enormous man-hours and expense are 

required. Another problem is the long time until results are obtained. Active customer 

involvement is required for shortening of lead times. Formulation of tactics for 

man-hour reduction and customer involvement is a task. Development of personnel 

capable of strategy execution is an issue. A human resource development program 

aligned with the service process blueprint must be created. 

Although we focused attention on the co-design process as a fifth value co-creation 

process, no concrete prescription for its design strategy has been devised. A 

co-creation approach involving a relational analysis of shared technology subsisting in 

the platform and market demand that applies, for instance, the I-PASS matrix (Jay Lee 

& Mohamed AbuAli 2011) is a task for further research.   
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